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15" In January 1971 AMPI began making payments of $2,500 per month
to the Washington, D. C. public relations firm of Wagner ~ Baroody.
The January 1971 payments totaled $10,000 and were in ~esponse to
statements from Wagner & Baroody dat~d December 31, ' 10 for counseling
and public relations services 1.n October p November. and December. of
l:~70 'and .:January1971. AMP'! General Manager Nelson has testified
dwt Wagner & Baroody was retained. by AMPI after repeated requests by
C:C'll"onto AMPI lawyer Harrison; that shortly prior to AMPI's ag1:eeing
t@ retain Wagner & Baroody, AMPI and Harrison had refused to retain
th~ firm; that AMPI decided it had better hi,e the firm because Colson
bad requested it and because AMPI as afraid that it ,,'ouldlose favor
or its efforts would be impeded if it did not; that AMPI considered
th~ payments to Wagner & Baroody in the nature of contributions; and
th&t Nelson was unaware of any activities undertaken by Wagner &
Baroody on behalf of AMPI and knew of no AMPI employee who had ever
met with or talked to anybody from the firm. The AMPI monthly payments
to Wagner & Baroody continued from Janua17 1971 through January 1912.
15.1 AMPI checks and invoices for Wagner & Baroody withattached Wagner & Baroody bills, January 1971
through January 1972 (received from SSC).
15.2 Harold Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,December 19, 1973, l21~130.
15.3 David Parr testimony. SSC Executive Session, December
21, 1973, 242-43.
Joseph Baroody affidavit to SSC, January 30, 1974
(received from SSC).15.4
15.5 Marion Harrison testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 81.
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16. Prior to February 1971 Haldeman directed Kalmbach t.~ begin
raising early money for the 1972 Presidential campaign. In early
February 1971 Haldeman gave Colson permission to proceed with finding
an outside man for h~ndling funds from certain groups that Kalmbach
did not want to be involved with. In a February 2, 1971 memorandum
Haldeman told Colson to contact Republican Party Chairman Bob Dole
regarding complaints that the milk producers were unable to work out
a means of getting their activity going regarding their support. On
February 8, 1971 Colson sent a memorandum to Haldeman saying that the
problem involved a person who could handle outside support, that
Haldeman and Kalmbach had been working on the problem, and that it was
terribly important that Colson and people at the White House not be
personally involved. In or before March 1971 Kalmbach, \OTi th Haldeman t s
approval, began to assist in the establishment of. the Finance Committee
to Re-elect the President.
16.1 Herbert Kalmbach deposition, Nader v. Butz,
December 13, 1973, 4.
16.2 Memorandum from Charles Colson to H. R. Haldeman,
February 1, 1971 (received from White House).
16.3 Memorandum from H. R. Haldeman to Charles Colson,
February 2, 1971 (received from White House).
16.4 Memorandum from Charles Colson to H. R. Haldeman,
February 8, 1971 (received from White House).
16.5 Letter from Herbert Kalmbach to Earl Silbert,
June 1, 1973 (received from SSC).
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17. On February 2, 19.71Colson sent a memorandum to Haldeman's
assistant Lawrence Higby stating that the milk-producers were prepared
to contribute $100,000 for tables at a Republican dinner and that the
only trick would be to be certain that the White House got credit for
this against the sums it was expected to raise. Higby noted on the
memorandum, "0K~u
17.1 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Larry Higby,
February 2, 1971 (received from White House).
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18. Between February 2, 1971 and February 16, 1971 Haldeman,
Ehr1ichman, Colson and other White House officials approved plans for
the President to meet with dairy industry leaders. In a memorandum
approving the proposal for the meeting Colson stated that the President
said be wanted to do this and should.
18.1 Memorandum from Dave Parker to Chuck Colson and
John Whitaker, February 2, 1971 (received from
White House).
18.2 Memorandum from Dave Parker to John Ehr1ichman,
February 4,1971 (received from White House).
18.3 Schedule Proposal from David Parker for the
President, February 16, 1971 (received from
White House).
) [6203]
19. Beginning in early 1971 dairy cooperative representatives
undertook intense lobbying efforts in Congress to ena-et legislation
requiring a milk price support level of between 85% and 90% parity.
On February 10, 1971 Speaker Carl Albert, Congressman Wilbur Mills,
and Ranking House Ways and Means Committee member John Byrnes met
in Spe'aker O\1bert's office with AMPI officials Harold Nelson and
Dave Parr, USDA Congressional liaison head William Galbraith, and
Counsel to the President for Congressional Relations Clark MacGregor.
On March 4, 1971 Congressman Mills telephoned OMB Director George
Shultz and on March 10, 1971 Speaker Albert telephoned Shultz to
urge an increase in milk price supports. During late February and
March, 88 Members of Congress wrote or wired the Department of
Agriculture urging an increase in milk price supports to 90% of
parity. Ten other Hembers sought an increase to at least 85% of
parity, while 44 Members forwarded constitutent requests which sought
increases to various levels. Between March 16 and March 25, 1971
approximately 28 bills were introduced in the House of Representatives
and two in the Senate to increase the minimum level of milk price
supports to at least 85% of parity.
19.1 White House IIWhite Paper," The Milk Support
Price Decision, January 8, 1974, 2-3, 14-16.
19.2 Harold Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 117-20.
19.3 Memorandum from George Shultz to John Ehrlichman
March 4, 1971 (received from White House). '
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19.5 Memorandum from Clark MacGregor to John Ehrlichman
and George Shultz, March 5, 1971, 1-2 (received
from White House).
19.4 Memorandum from Edward Schmults to Messrs.
Hamilton and Sanders, November 27, 1973
(received from SSC).
19.6 Memorandum from Bill Gifford to the Director
[George Shultz], March 9, 1971 (received from
White House).
Note: The Committee has received from the White
House copies of congressional correspondence to
USDA referred to above. The figures referred to
above were compiled by the Impeachment Inquiry
staff on the basis of those correspondence.
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20. On or about March 3, 1971 the Department of Agriculture concluded
that an increase in milk price supports above the then current level of
$4.66 per hundredweight (ewt) (approximately 79% of parity) was not
economically justified to assure an adequate supply of milk. Between
March 3, 1971 and March 12, 1971 the President, Ehrlichman, Ehr1ichman's
assistant for agricultural matters John Whitaker, Counsel to the Presi-
dent for Congressional Relations Clark MacGregor, Office of Management
and Budget Director George Shultz, and other White House, OMB, and
Council of Economic Advisors officials discussed the Department of
Agriculture's decision. On March 10, 1971 Colson sent Ehrlichman a
memorandum stating that because of the obvioUS political support they
had discussed, affirmative action should be taken on certain cheese
imports in order to counteract the effect of the parity level announcement.
20.1 Memorandum from Gary Seevers to Messrs. McCracken
and Houthakker, March 3, 1971 (received from White
House).
20.2 Memorandum from Donald Rice to Messrs. Shultz and
Ehr1ichman, ~~rch 4, 1971 with routing memorandum
(received from White House).
20.3 Memorandum from Clark MacGregor to John Ehrlichman
and George Shultz, March 5, 1971 (received from
White House).
20.4 Memorandum from Donald Rice to George Shultz, March
5, 1971 (received from White House).
20.5 l-femorandum from "JCW" [John Whitaker] to "JE" [John
Ehrlichman] March 5, 1971 (received from White House).
20.6 Memorandum from Charles Colson to John Ehrlichman,
with note to "c" [Colson], March 10,1971 (received
from White House).
20.7 Memorandum from George Shultz to the staff secretary,
March 20, 1971 (received from White House).
/
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21. On March 12, 1971 Secretary of Agriculture Hardin, finding that
the price support level of $4.66 per ewt. would assure -an adequate
supply and otherwise fully meet the applicable statutory criteria, set
the milk price support level for the marketing year April 1, 1971 -
March 31, 1972 at $4.66 (approximately 79% of parity). In the same
press release announcing the price support decision, the Department of
Agriculture noted that the President had ordered the Tariff Commission
to conduct an immediate investigation on restricting cheese imports
and it announced purchase of cheese for the USDA food program. Accord-
ing to a memorandum by Whitaker, the President approved this announce-
ment on March 12, 1971 on the recommendation of Hardin, Shultz,
Ehr1ichman and Special Assistant to the President for International
Economic Affairs Peter Peterson.
21.1 Agriculture Act of 1949, 7 usc §§ 1446, 1426.
21.2 United States Department of Agriculture press
release, March 12, 1971 (received from White House).
21.3 Memorandum from John Whitaker to the President,
March 22,1971 (received from White House).
21.4 President Nixon remarks, November 17, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1355.
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22. From early March 1971 through March 25, 1971 dairy cooperative
attorneys and representatives contacted Administration officials to urge
that the President increase milk price supports above the level set by
Secretary Hardin. Murray Chotiner, who resigned as Special Counsel to
the President on March 4, 1971 and was retained by AMPI shortly there-
after, spoke with John Ehr1ichman, John Whitaker, Charles Colson, and
Colson's assistant Henry Cashen to urge that the milk price support
level be increased. Jake Jacobsen, another AMPI attorney, met with
Secretary of the Treasury Connally. Bob Lilly, the secretary of AMPI's
political trust, has testified that in March 1971 Secretary Connally
told him that an increase in milk price supports was "in the bag."
Connally has denied making this statement or meeting with AMPI officials
between March 12, 1971 and March 25, 1971.
22.1 Memorandum from Marion Harrison to John Whitaker,
March 19, 1971 (received from SSC).
22.2 Letter from Marion Harrison to Charles Colson,
March 10, 1971 (received from White House).
22.3 Letter from Marion Harrison to Charles Colson,
March 11, 1971, with attachments (received from
White House).
22.4 Dwight Morris testimony, SSC Executive Session,
March 11, 1974, 23.
22.5 Murray Chotiner deposition, Nader v. Butz, December
28, 1972, 6-10.
22.6 Jake Jacobsen testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 14, 1973, 66, 74-75.
22.7 John Connally testimony, SSC Executive Session,
November 15, 1973, 8-10, 17-20, 39, 42.
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22.8 Bob Lilly testimony, sse Executive Session,
November 14, 1973, 3-4, 171-73.
22.9 David Parr testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 21, 1973, 40-42, 44-45, 48-49.
22.10 Harold Nelson testimony, December 18, 1973,
131-32.
22.11 Harold Nelson testimony, December 19, 1973,
45-46, 53.
22.12 John Connally logs, March 4, 1971 (with attached
itinerary, March 5-7, 1971); March 19, 1971; March
23, 1971 (received from SSe).
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23. On March 17, 1971 Colson sent a memorandum to Haldeman's aide
Gordon Strachan attaching memoranda from Colson's file regarding the
milk producers' political contributions and saying this is now in
your department. On March 18, 1971 Dean sent to Kalmbach and other
Presidential campaign fundraisers a draft charter for a political
committee to serve as a model to be used in connection with the milk
producers' association. Haldeman has testified that on an uncertain
date he had a conversation with Connally regarding the establishment
of mechanics for receiving milk producer contributions.
23.1 Memorandum from Chuck Colson to Gordon Strachan,
March 17, 1971, and attachments (received from
White House).
23.2 Memorandum from John Dean to Frank D~~rco, Tom
Evans and Herb Kalmbach, March 18, 1971, with
attachment (received from sse).
23.3 H. R. Haldeman unsworn interview, sse Executive
Session, January 31, 1974, 20-21.
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24. On March 19, 1971 Ehr1ichman, Shultz, Whitaker, Cashen, and
other White House aides met in Ehr1ichman's office with "Campbell and
Hardin and discussed the milk price support issue.
24.1 John Ehr1ichman log, March 19, 1971 (received from
SSC).
24.2 Memorandum from Edward Schmu1ts to James Hamilton
and Donald Sanders, November 27, 197} (received from
SSC) •
24.3 Memorandum from John Whitaker to John Ehr1ichman,
March 19, 1971 (received from White House).
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25. On March 19, 1971 Connally met with AMP! lawyer Jake Jacobsen.
On March 20, 1971 and March 22, 1971 Connally and the President had
telephone conversations.
25.1 John Connally log, March 19, 1971 (received from
SSC).
25.2 White House record of John Connally contacts with
the President, March 20, 1971 (received from
White House).
e-- .
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26. Following the Secretary of Agriculture's announcement that the
milk price support level would be maintained at $4.66 per ewt., dairy
cooperative leaders determined to cancel the plans they had made in
February 1971 to contribute between $60,000 and $100,000 for tables at
a Republican dinner scheduled for March 24, 1971. Prior to March 22,
1971 dairy cooperatives did not purchase tickets to the dinner. On
March 22, 1971 AMPI treasurer Bob Lilly drew checks totalling $10,000
for tickets to the dinner. Lilly has testified that this was the
usual amount that would normally have been contributed.
26.1 Gary Hanman testimon~ ...SSC Executive Session,
May 21, 1974, 4-8. (j
Memorandum from Charles Colson to Larry Higby,
February 2, 1971 (received from White House).
26.2
26.3 Bob Lilly testimony, SSC Executive Session,
November 14, 1973, 182-83.
26.4 Robert Isham deposition, Exhibit E, Nader v.
Butz, November 29, 1972.
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27. On March 22, 1971 Whitaker sent the President a memorandum
for the President's meeting with AMP! officials scheduled for the
following day. The memorandum stated that the dairy lobby had become
very strong and lately had decided, like organized labor, to spend a
lot of political money. The memorandum also stated that Ehrlichman,
Shultz, Cashen, Assistant m-m 'Director Rice and other White House
officials had met with Hardin and Under Secretary of Agriculture
Campbell on the problem on March 19, 1971 and recommended that the
President hold the line, listen to the dairymen's arguments, and
await developments on the bill in the next two weeks to see if the
Democrats could move on the bill.
27.1 Hemorandum from John Whitaker to the President,
March 22, 1971 (received from White House).
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28. At approximately 10:18 a.m. on the morning of March 23, 1971
Secretary Connally spoke by telephone with the President. According
to a memorandum by Whitaker, Connally suggested that the President go
along with the dairymen he was scheduled to meet at 10:30 a.m. and
announce that he was ready to go to 85% of parity ($4.92).
28.1 Tape recording of President's statement duringtelephone conversation between the President and
John Connally, March 23, 1971, 10:18 - 10:21
a.m. and House Judiciary Committee transcript
thereof.
28.2 White House record of John Connally contacts withthe President, March 23, 1971 (received from White
Rouse). ff)
John Connally log, ~ti:l-rch23, 1971 (received from
SSC).
28.3
28.4 Memorandum from John Whitaker for the record,March 25, 1971 (received from White House).
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29. On March 23, 1971 from 10:35 to 11:25 a.m. the President, Hardin,
Shultz, Whitaker and other White House and Department of Agriculture
officials met in the Cabinet Room of the White House with Nelson, Parr,
Harrison and approximately 15 other representatives of AMP! and other
dairy cooperatives. They discussed political support, price support
levels and other matters.
29.1 Tape recording of meeting among the President and
dairy representatives, March 23, 1971, 10:35
_ 11:25 a.m., and House Judiciary Committee trans~
cript thereof.
29.2 White House list of participants in ~~rch 23, 1971
meeting of the President and dairy leaders (received
from White House).
[6216]
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15. In January 1971 AMPI began making payments of $2,500 per month
to the Washington, D. C. public relations firm of Wagner & Baroody.
The January 1971 payments totaled $10,000 and were in response to
statements from Wagner & Baroody dated December 31, 1970 for counseling
and public relations services in October, November and December of
1970 and January 1971. AMP! General Manager Nelson has testified
that Wagner & Baroody was retained by AMP! after repeated requests by
Colson to AMPI lawyer Harrison; that shortly prior to AMP!'s agreeing
to retain Wagner & Baroody, AMPI and Harrison had refused to retain
the firm; that AMP! decided it had better hire the firm because Colson
had requested it and because AMP! was afraid that it would lose favor
or its efforts would be impeded ! t did not; that AMP! considered
the payments to Wagner & Baroody in the nature of contributions; and
that Nelson was unawa re of any activities undertaken by Wagner &
Baroody on behalf of AMP! and knew of no AMP! employee who had ever
met with or talked to anybody from the firm. The AMP! monthly payments
to Wagner & Baroody continued from January 1971 through January 1972.
15.1 AMP! checks and invoices for Wagner & Baroody with
attached Wagner & Baroody bills, January 1971
through January 1972 (received from SSC).
15.2 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 19, 1973, 121-130.
15.3 David Parr testimonY. SSC Executive Session, December
21, 1973, 242-43.
15.4 Joseph Baroody affidavit to SSC, January 30, 1974
(received from sse).
15.5 Marion Harrison testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 81.
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15.1 AMP! checks and invoices
"
, .
NOTE 15.1
Monthly statements for counseling and public relations services
from Wagner & Baroody to AMPI and AMPI checks for $2,500.00 to
Wagner & Baroody for March 1971 througli December 1971 are on
file in Impeachment Inquiry library.
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15.2 Harold Nelson testimony
,Report of Proceedings
Hearing held before ir ;-...
Select Committee on Presidential Camp'::ilgn
... ."
.~. ." .
SENATE RESOLUTION 60 - GENERAL I~IVESTIGATION
'_
C ON F !DE N T I A L------------
.r
Wednesday, December 19, 1973
Washington, D. C.
WARD & PAUL
410 FIRST STREET. S. E.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003
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" . 15.2 Harold Nelson testimony
Harold Nelson testimony,
sse Executive Session,
December 19, 1973
121-130 121
Retyped from indistinct original
Mr. Nelson. I don't believe so. It could have been.
~. Weitz. What does Wagner and Baroody dol
What type of firm is it?
Mr. Nelson. I think. it is -- I am under the impression
that it is a public relations firm.
Mr. Weitz. You are under the impression?
You do not know yourself?
Mr. Nelson. I have no experience with them at all.
Mr. Weitz. You said that it was an employee of AMPI, and
as general manager you have responsibility for hiring and firing
employees, consultants and so forth.
Did you hire Wagner and Baroody?
Mr. Nelson. yes sir.
~
Mr. Weitz. Did you talk with them?
Mr. Nelson. No, sir.
Mr. Weitz. Who recommended that you hire them?
Mr. Nelson. It was recommended -- I will tell you frankly
I have no independent recollection of this, but I talked to
Marion Harrison, and he did not have any independent reco11ec-.
tion of it until he talked to some attorney, he told me~who
said, and refreshed his memory on it, and then he talked to me
about it, that it was recommended that Wagner and Baroody be
employed by AMPI as a public relations representative in Washing-
ton because we needed someone, and the recommendation was made
by Mr. Colson.
___.Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Weitz. To Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. And Mr. Harrison told you of Mr. Colson's recom-
mendation.
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
And Mr. Harrison and I discussed it and said, well,
you know, what are they going to do for us, and did not do any
thing about it.
Mr. Weitz. You did not do anything about it?
Mr. Nelson. That is right.
Mr. weitz. You did not hire them?
Mr. Nelson. Not then.
Mr. Weitz. When was this recommendation?
Mr. Nelson. I cannot tell you. I cannot tell you when
we had this.
Mr. Weitz. Let me tell you this. If the records of AMP!
showing billings from Wagner and Baroody covering the period
beginning in October of 1970, does that refresh your recollec-
tion as to when they were first hired?
Mr. Nelson. I would say shortly before that.
Mr. Weitz. Does that refresh your recollection as to how
much before that time you had this discussion with Mr.
Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Sometime that year?
aatypad from indistinct original [6232]
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Mr. Nelson. Oh, yes. It would have been reasonably close
to that.
Mr. Weitz. Would it have been in the time in 1970 that you
were also meeting with Mr. Colson from time to time?
Mr. Nelson. Sur~ I'm sure it was.
Mr.-Weitz. You never talked to him directly about Wagner
and Baroody?
Mr. Nelson. I do not believe so.
Mr. Weitz. Did you talk to.him in general about public
relations firms or the need for public relations firms by
AMPI?
Mr. Nelson. No, I think all this was handled by him talk-
ing to Mr. Harrison.
Mr. Weitz. Why didn't you follow his reconunendation at the
outset when it was first made to you?
Mr. Nelson. We did not see what they were going to do for
us.
Mr. Heitz. Did Mr. colson or Mr. Harrison indicate how
much they thought Wagner and Baroody should be paid or would
ask for their services?
M Nelson As I recall, it was $25,000.r. .
Mr. Weitz. $25,000 a year?
Mr. Nelson. I think that is what it was. I might be wrong,
but that is the figure that kind of sticks in my mind.
Mr. Weitz. Was it ever indicated to you that Mr. Colson
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wanted you to hire them because they were friends of his or
he had some other projects for them?
Mr. Nelson. No it was not. It was just suggested that
we hire them.
Mr. weitz. Did they make any other suggestions with re-
spect to hiring firms or consulting firms or [sic] any sort?
Mr. Nelson. Not that I recall.
Mr. weitz. This was the only recommendation that Mr. Col-
son ever made through Mr. Harrison to you?
Mr. Nelson. (Nods in the affirmative.)
Mr. weitz. This is the only recommendation that anyone
made to you about hiring firms?
Mr. Nelson. As far as I know.
Mr. Weitz. At a later time did Mr. Harrison ask you again
about hiring firms?
Mr. Nelson. Well, at a later time, yes. Mr. Colson --
Mr. Weitz. Insisted?
Mr. Nelson. well, let's say -- that might be a strong way
to put it, but urged. Repeated the request
is a better way.
Mr. Weitz. Again to Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weltz. Mr. Harrison again relayed that to you?
Mr. Nelson. And we decided that we had better do it.
Mr. weitz. Why?
Mr. Nelson. Well, because it had been suggested by.Mr.
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Colson was the only reason.
Mr. Weitz. Did you feel if you did not hire the firm
at Mr. Colson's repeated request that you somehow might lose
some favor or it might impede your efforts with Mr. Colson?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Was there anything stronger to it than that?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Did you then contact the Wagner firm?
Mr. Nelson. I do not believe I did.
Mr. Weitz. You said you never talked to them?
Mr. Nelson. I don't believe I've ever talked to them.
Mr. Weitz. Either Mr. Wagner or Mr. Baroody?
Mr. Nelson. If I have, I draw a total blank on that.
Mr.'Weitz. Who hired them?
Who talked to them?
Mr. Nelson. I assume Mr. Harrison did. I have not asked
him that, but I assume that's the way it was done."
Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate that he knew the firm or any
of the gentlemen in the firm?
Mr. Nelson. I believe -- I don't think -- Mr. Harrison?
Mr. \I)eitz. Yes.
Mr. Nelson. I believe Mr. Harrison indicated that he did
not know them. Mr. Harrison was not urging that this be done
until the second --
Mr. Weitz. Until the second message?
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Mr. Nelson. Then after the second time
Mr. Weitz. He advised you to do so?
Mr. Nelson. Yes. Well, yes, that's right.
Mr. Weitz. At the second conversation, was it explained
to you or did you discuss what the firm would do for their
fee?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. And to your knowledge they were hired for AMP!?
Mr. Nelson. Yes. We paid them. ! know that.
Mr. Weitz. And if the billings for AMP! indicate a fee
from October '70 through January 1972 of $2500 a month, is that
consistent with your recollection?
Mr. Nelson. Let's see, that would be --
Mr. Weitz. That would be $30,000 a year.
Mr. Nelson. That's close enough.
Mr. Weitz. To your knowledge, did any employee at AMP!
ever meet with or talk to anybody from the Wagner and Baroody·
firm?
Mr. Nelson. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Weitz. Whatdi..dthey do for their fee?
(No response)
Mr. Weitz. Nothing to your knowledge?
Mr. Nelson. I have said that repeatedly, nothing that I
know of.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know whether they did anything for Mr.
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colson?
Mr. Nelson. No, I do not.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know whether they did anything for Mr.
Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. I do not know that they did.
Mr. Weitz. Did you consider this in the nature of a con-
tribution or gift of the firm to keep the favor of Mr. Colson?
Mr. Nelson. Well, I guess contribution is a better word.
Mr. Weitz. Did this haw anything, to your knowledge, to
do with the special projects referred to in the Hi1lings let-
ter?
Mr. Nelson. I don't think so at all.
Mr. Weitz. Not to your knowledge?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Was the firm of Wagner and Baroody or any of
their principals ever mentioned to you in connection with the
contribution? you '[~"ic]have talked about the $5,000 contribution
that was made at Mr. Harrison's request.
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Did you know whether Mr. Colson had made that
request, by the way, or was this just another request from Mr.
Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. It was just another request. To my reco11ec~
tion, it was just another request. I have no independent recol-
lection of it.
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f Mr. Weitz.
~onnectiOn?
Mr. Colson's name was never recommended in
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Did Mr. Colson to your knowledge ever make any
recommendation to you or to anyone representing AMPI about poli-
tical contributions?
Mr. Nelson. I think he did. I can not tell you which area
or what I think he did -- maybe to Mr~ Harrison, suggested some
committees or something.
Mr.'Weitz. Committees or candidates?
Mr. Nelson. Maybe candidates.
Mr. Weitz. Was this in connection with the 1970 senatorial
campaign?
Mr. Nelson. I am not sure about that, but I believe he
did.
Mr. Weitz. Were you not present at that meeting in his
office in the White House?
Mr. Nelson. What meeting?
Mr. Weitz. Mr. colson and Mr. Harrison, where Mr. Colson
made particular suggestions about particular contributions.
Mr. Nelson. That's what I'm saying. I think he did. I
cannot tell you what candidates and so forth.
Mr. weitz. But other than that, were there any other in-
stances in which you were aware that Mr. Colson made recommenda-
tions for political contributions to either you, Mr. Har~ison,
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or anyone else at AMPI?
Mr. Nelson. I assume that he had a lot to do with the
getting of these committees.
Mr. Weitz. The committees in 1971 for the president?
Mr. Nelson. (Nods in the affirmative.)
Mr. Weitz. Has Mr. Harrison ever told you what was done
with that $5,000 contribution?
Mr. Nelson. He has told me what he has been told and what
he has been asked about it, yes.
Mr. Weitz. Did he tell you what he did?
Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Weitz.
Yes, he told me what he had done.
What did he do with the contribution?
Mr. Nelson. I may even remember what he told me wrong, but
it seems to me that he took it to George Webster's office, or
whatever Webster's first name is.
Mr. Weitz. Did he mention the relationship to Wagner and
Baroody of that contribution?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Weitz. Or to Mr. Colson?
Mr. Nelson. Well, that was in the newspapers.
Mr. Weitz. But other than what you've read in the newspapers?
Mr. Nelson. No, he told me how he took the check to George
Webster.
Mr. Weitz. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
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Mr. Weitz. Let's recess for lunch.
(Whereupon at 12:46 o'clock p.m., the Committee recessed,
to be reconvened at 1:30 o'clock p.m. the same day.)
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David Parr 'testimony, sse Executive Session, December 21, 1973, 242-243
relations.
Mr. Weitz. Consultants of sorts?
Mr. Parr. Yes, sir. I do not know of any; maybe there
were some, but I do not know of them. I have never heard of
Wagner and Baroody.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall any instance in which Mr. Harri-
son or Mr. Colson mentioned either a Mr. Baroody, or the firm
I of Wagner and Baroody?
t______ Mr. Parr. No, sir.
Mr. Weitz. Are you familiar with a $5,000 contribution,
or a request for some additional contribution in late August,
1971 or early September, 1971 by Mr. Harrison from TAPE?
Mr. Parr. No, sir.
Mr. Weitz. Were you aware whether at the annual conven-
tion in 1971 anyone delivered a check to Mr. Harrison for a
political contribution?
Mr. Parr. The first time I ever heard about that, ~fr-.
Wetiz, was in the newspaper.
Mr. Weitz •. Did most of Mr. Harrison's requests go through
someone other than yourself?
Mr. Parr. He had access to all of us.
Mr. Weitz. Were you aware at all of any discussions after
the September contribution, that I have asked you about in
1971, concerning the adverse publicity relating to those contri-
ib . ?butions, those and earlier contrl utlons,
Retyped from indistinct original
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15.4 Joseph Baroody affidavit -rJ~'"T~''~., .y';'"
.•J '.}
" .
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH BAROODY
I, JOSEPH BAROODY, being duly sworn, hereby depose
and say:
Since 1970 I have been employed in the public affairs
con,sulting firm of ~vagner and Baroody, 1100 Seventeenth Street,
N.W., suite 712, Washington, D.C. The consu~ting services which
my firm renders consist of representing clients affected by
Federal Government actions.
From october, 1970, to January 1972, my firm was retained
'for consulting services by the Associated Milk Producers, Incorpo-
rated for a fee of $2,500 per month. This consulting relationship
was initiated with the assistance of the law firm of Reeves and
Harrison of Washington, D.C., o~ which Marion Harrison, isq• is
a partner. I have met Mr. Marion Harrison on two or three occa-
sions. Mr. Charles Colson, former special assistant to the
President of the united states, \'las aware that my firm represented
ru~I. It was my understanding that my firm was expected to look
for ""laysin which we could advance the interests of Al'1PI.At no
time I hmvever I ""lasI - or \vasany other person in my firm - con-
nected in any way with, or a\vareof, any discussions between
representatives of ~WI and the Administration concerning either
milk price supports or possible contributions to the 1972Presi-
dential Campaign Fund.
r·"\ ~
i-:._._/- ,
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I have been personally acquainted with Mr. Charles
c61son for several years. In the latter part of August or the
first part of September, 1971, Mr. Colson telephoned me and
told me that the White HGuse had an urgent need for .$5,000 and
he asked me to lend him this amount for a short period of time.
He did not tell me why the money was needed. .I gathered this
sum together from my personal funds ($1,500 to $2,000) and from
.funds ($3,000 to $3,500) which had previously been given to me
by. ~. Colson's office to use in preparing tele~ision responses
to a Common Cause statement on ending the war in Southeast Asia.
The next day I put $5,000 in an unmarked envelope and took it to
Mr. Colson's office in the Executive Office Building •. Mr. Colson
told me to take the money to an office and give it to a person
whom I w'ould find there. I went to the office I had been told to
go to and gave the· money to a man whom I did not know but whom
I now believe to have be~n'Egil Krogh, Jr.
Two or three weeks afterwards, I received another tele-
phone call from Mr. Colson's office. I was tola that I could be
repaid by going to Mr. George ~vebster, Esq., an attorney who se
office was on Jefferson Place, N.~'l.,in t'lashington, D.C. At the
time I was \vholly unaware that Mr. Webster was engaged in fund
raising activities in connection with the President's re-election
effort. Soon after receiving the call, I went to Mr. Webster's
. ,
___ ~ _:'r.:::' , .....
.~ .
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office. He was not in. I identified myself to a receptionist
who went to a nearby desk, opened a dzawer and pulled out an
unmarked envelope wh i.chshe handed to me. The envelope con-
tained $5,000 in cash.
In June of 1972, Mr. Colson called me on the telephon~
and told me that it appeared that the $5,000 might have been u~~d
to finance the September 1971 break-in of the offices of Dr •.Le,."is
Fielding, the psychiatrist of Dr~ Daniel Ellsberg. The purpose
J
of Mr. Colson's call was to establish the date of the loan so as
to determine whether, in fact, the funds could have been used for
that purpose.
In the Spring of 1972 I received $22,000 from Hr. Colson's
office to place advertisements in several major newap apers through-
out- the united States supporting President Nixon's military
directives in entering tB.ecountry-of Cambodia .. Subsequently,
the advertising project was suspended and this money was returned
by me to Mr. Colson's office. Thereafter, it was decided that the
advertisements would be placed on a smaller scale and I was given.
approximately $6,800 with which to defray the costs of the reduced
program.
The instances referred to previously herein are the only
ones in which I have received White House funds.
From August of 1971 to the Spring of 1972, I worked with
~\...',
; f ' __
c:.»: t
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a committee called "Cd.t.Lz ens for a New Prosperity". Its function
was to place advertisements and hold press conf-erences to build
support for the economic policies embodied in the Economic Stabi-
lization Act and Phases I and II. The Committee was bipartisan~
its two principal officers were Hobart Lewis and former Treasury
Secretary Fowler. ~...
/2 ''/t·" .../ q Jt_/DATE:~'~~"~~V~>~L__~/~~~/~~/ ____
~./
1"2 /7-2;SIGNATURE (.,_> ./:-;'.;7__~_;;>.~ ._./..'--~~~~~~. ~'~~'~'7"~-----;~. Joseph Baroogy../
).
Subscribed and swor'nto before me this 3r~ day of
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115.5 Marion Harrison testimony
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Marion· Har r'Ls on t:estimony, .;
sse Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 81
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Mr. Harrison. There was not any deadline.
Yes, that statement is inaccurate. I was not concerned
about any deadline. There wasn't any deadline we were talking
about back in 1971, not in 1972.
Mr. Weitz. I just have a few more questions.
Do you know who else in the White House was aware in 1971
besides perhaps Mr. Colson of contributions that were contem-
plated or were in fact made by the dairy trusts to the President's
re-election?
~ Harrison. No, nor do I know as a fact that Mr. ColsonIwas aware. I was rather surmising that he was. I do not
know it as a fact.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know a Mr. Berutti, Isic], Joe Berutti? [sic]
Mr. Harrison. There are several Berutti Isic] brothers. There
is one of them that used to be some kind of an assistant to
Melvin Laird when Melvin Laird was at. the Pentagon, and now is
assistant to him at the White House. I met him one day at the
White House three or four or five months ago.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know a Berutti [sic] who I believe is in pri-.
vate business in Washington, the consulting business in the name.
of the firm of Wagner and Berutti? Isic]
Mr. Harrison. I do not think I know that one. Conceivably,
I could have met him at a cocktail party. I do not even think
I have done that.
Mr. Weitz. Do you have any questionsl
Retyped from indistinct original
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16. Prior to February 1971 Haldeman directed Kal~ach ~~ begin
raising early money for the 1972 Presidential campaign. In early
February 1971 Haldeman gave Colson permission to proceed with finding
an outside man for handling funds from certain groups that Kalmbach
did not want to be involved with. In a February 2, 1971 memorandum
Haldeman told Colson to contact Republican Party Chairman Bob Dole
regarding complaints that the milk producers were unable to work out
a means of getting their activity going regarding their support. On
February 8, 1971 Colson sent a memorandum to Haldeman saying that the
problem involved a person who could handle outside support, that
Haldeman and Kalmbach had been working on the problem, and that it was
terribly important that Colson and people at the ~~ite House not be
personally involved. In or before March 1971 Kalmbach, with Haldeman's
approval, began to assist in the establishment of the Finance Committee
to Re-elect the President.
16.1 Herbert Kalmbach deposition, Nader v. Butz,
December 13, 1973, 4.
16.2 Memorandum from Charles Colson to H. R. Haldeman,
February 1, 1971 (received. from lVhite House).
16.3 Memorandum from R. R. Haldeman to Charles Colson,
February 2, 1971 (received from lVhite House).
16.4 Memorandum from Charles Colson to H. R. Haldeman,
February 8, 1971 (received from lVhite House).
16.5 Letter from Herbert Kalmbach to Earl Silbert,
June 1, 1973 (received from SSC).
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CRAWFORD DEPOSITION SERVICE. TELePHONE 685·627C
1
2
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUNBIA
//../.....
'1 ~ " ,," ••••
,', ..
, '., . ,,'
3
4
5 RALPH NADER, et ale , )
)
Plaint.iffs I )
)
vs. )
)
EARL H. BUTZ, et ale , )
)
Defendants, )
)
)
.....
6
Civil Action No. 148-727
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 DEPOSITION OF HERBERT t-lARRENKALMBACH I taken on
15 behalf of plaintiffs at 550 Nevlport Center Drive, Newport Beach,
California, commencing at 11:45 A.H. on Thursday, December 13,16
17 e .1973, before VICKIE CRAWFORD, C.S.R., a Notary Public in and
18 for the State of California, pursuant to Stipulation.
19
20
21
22
23 " .
24 REPORTED BY:' VICKIE CRAHFORD,' C •S.R.
2:1' .. " . CRAv1FORD DEPOSITION SERvicE
5440 Pomona Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90022
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BY t-1R. DOBROVIR:··:· ,.
~'''.,.;'.' l. ,
Did you have any responsibility for fund raising for ,~';...
I
"d
ii
:1ii
4
A None whatsoever.
:" ':.:~(; d", "~'
Okay. Hr. Kalmbach, when did you first have any
activities in connection with the 1972 Presidential campaign?
,(Discussion off the record.),
IIII'I the 1972 Presidential campaiQn of Richard Nixon?
I,
II AI! ''r:::o' And could you tell us how you came to have that
il .respcmsibility--who oonfezr ed that responsibility on you, if
'I
!\ that is t!:le,Tw'layit happened.
Q
I did.
A .Thai;.responsibility was conferred on me, Mr.
, '-
DObroviJ,
\.
i
I
I
"
on or about the first of January of 1971 by Hr. Haldeman.
; !. ,. . .r : " .
ij
"i~q
"ii
II
"
. Q ., tfuatwas f.1r.Haldeman I s role in this matter?
He'had no role as such. He asked me to undertakeA
:!:! the assignment of obtaining pledges for financial support to
i:
t '
"It11------::
'I
Ii
,I
Iiu
iI
'I
"i'
the forthcoming 1972 campaign.
Q And in making that request of you, was he speaking
for the President?
.A He did not so state.
",I
'IIi 0 Did you assume that he was speaking for the
:1
ij:1 President?
! A I made no assumptions.
I, i :,.
.! it .'
..........
J
, ,
-,·A~·
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THE WHIT E H0 USE. .16.2
1) 1,. " .1'-J~J ".1·e. ~,,:
11i :1:...J
WASHINGTON
,
" Fcbru;J.'Cj' 1, 1971
1.:)' F~:::;r: :',T ~ . -!...----------
FRO:t-.l:
CHARLES COLSOi-rv:r~
SUBJECT:
Outs ide fund handling GOl/ct)
Herb Kalmbach. tells me that he and you d~d not resob·~-the qu~t\1)no!
'who should be the outside man handling funds from certain groups
the area that Kalmbach docs not w ant to be involved in.
I have s orn e idcZ:.s of pco~le thZ:.t might do this lor us; in fact, I ha.ve
a ve ry good ID2-U ~r:howould fill the bill provided a Iawye r Eke Torn
Evans could work with him on setting up the mcch,.nics.
Please advis~ if you would like me to proceed with this or if you have
oth~r thoughts. /J 11('/lA/C~ t2k:flZ-10" i . -
,/
'./
(if-
..
-
',"- .
.-
,,
'.
..
" .: ,'" ,~: .~. ';
' ••• I
I
I
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16.3 H.R. Ha1qeman memorandum
".
TI-IE. WII{TE nOUSE
WASlllNOTOlf
CONr-!DENT\~\L
FROM:
CHUCK COLSON -
H. R. HALDEMAN /.d-:ME:N10RANDUM FOR':
Bob Dole sent me a note at the Cabinet meeting regarding'
the milk producers and apparently he is being pressured
by them. They have told him that they are unable to work
out a means of getting their activity going regarding their
support for us , 'Would you please get in touch 'with Dole
and follow up on this?
•
" .
.~ ,', .:-. ,- _' ;,. ~,..-.~_". . .. .
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l6.4.Charles Colson memorandum.--
February 8. 1971 .'
FROl·,11
SUBJECT:
C 'f-IAF. LE S COLSON
~.....
The ncte vlhich Boo Dele g2.'I!C ycu at the Cabinet m-.=ctkg is thea
sa:nc p;:oblcl~ ! cli.scuf)ced \Y..-it.h you in your office a. few' weeks
ago,
V!e don't hcv e anyone who can handl.e eupport for us fro::n outside
,i.nteref3t r'!"OU'DS like the :Milk ?rocuce:rs. Kz.L-nb~ch tells rne
~ - .
th~.t yeu C;..I1dhe ilia not reach an agreement 0:1 this. I fe~l
that 5_( is ter!"ibl;pirnpo:-tant thc.t I not be F~r50na.lly in~:ol"ed
(no one here should be I, 001'700
I do have a mn.:11ocz.Ey· who ~i[;ht take this aGdgr .....m cnt en with
help from Torn Ev~s in New York. I am exploring it this week
and if it 'Wor:~sI wrl l advise you; othervlii5e we perh2.11S should
... ~.rethhl1::.the question of u6~ng Knl:r..bach. in t.hIs a.!'6a..•
.:.;:.~~~}.~
--
,
'. _-
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L,',\V Q,FICES
KALMBACH, DSlvIAnCO, KNAPP & CHILLINGWOHTH
~~:~:~~~t::_~~\.1_~ ~ACH I
s: tq ....oo·-:', ~.:.~:~;.;NCwO~TI"4
,.. ~OL.::l r'~;·:~~
_A :.~::~ g;~:.~~~~"~.',~:R
~;...':' ,.. ... -__-.«, -: :..: ....
_, r'4.:::?D ::;.. c. '::- ',::i:;'HV
,.-'l::,,.. ...s, ~., ...:c-.::.t.P ..uc~
.A.l.:.. ..... ;:t ...... ,::. _:::. -,
I.. .. ~o:?f B.T"",!;"-,_~
T[R;:n ~.~:-..:,:::::s
O ....."L!" C . .;-:-;:-':,:
C9~C w. I.C~~~~'._':;
R,,'_Pi-4.J ...... :'p(,~"C
O-,VIO ;l4"i,S;:):):', SMITH
YI~~T-O'" L._':>;-" =:'1.>.1
SR' ..,:''':= ~ ~~_~·,·...:.;-CN
A.OW"I"" • Hi7c
~O:J~QT M. ,;:-: ... :..;1D • .JR.
RI=H"~,:) S. ~ .:?,:.··,Lt:Y
F. SCC"iT .;A::_ -, Sf:_,.·..J
kO,.,"R'tJ $. SLUSHER
THv)'cAS ..J. QAH n.·'C;;' • .JR.
SUITE 900 ' NEwPORT F1,WI~'::::.'\(_ PlAZA 1550 N!:WPGRT-CENTcR DRIVe--
NEVJPORT 3::A'.:~t. CALiFCRNIA-92650
TELEPHON: (714) 644-4111
June 1, 1973
l.OS A.NGEl.~S. or'tC~
....TLANTIC ",C",,"t!:::.:l PLA._Z4
. A.4Hi n..OO~ "',::)~T ... ~-:' ..4y~::'
51~ S.OUT~ "'lOW~~ STq~~T
LOS,ANGE.L.~S.CALlrO~NI'" 9C07T
r£LE?HO~~(.:!I~J 5~lO.zs"
Earl.J. Silbert, Esq.
Assistant U. s. Attorney
U. S. Cour~ House - Third Floor
Constitution Avenue
Between 9th and 10th streets, N.N.
Washington, D. C.
0" cOU"'~I!:\.
,J"'''''E.S R. KNAoPP.
WU ..L..1A~ P. MlLLE.~
Dear Mr. silbert:
For your information and for the file, I thought
it might be helpful to your office in its investiqation if
I were to set out in writin~ a chronological narrative of
over ~e past few years \ua~-
Illl attempt to do that inwha~ I nave Deen invoive~ ining from December of 1968).
this'letter.
First, in either Deca~er of 1968 or in Januarv or
February of 1969 (after I had given Maury Stans ~ final ~urn-
down on an offer that had been made to me to come to Washing-
ton as Undersecretary of COITtlnerce),I rae t; with Baury alone· in
his office at the 1968 Campaign Finance Committee Headquarters
at 400 Park Avenue in New York, and at t.ha t; time he asked me
if I would agree to act as trustee for certain surplus funds
that he said were left over from the 1968 campaign.
Haury told r:1ethat such surplus amount consisted of
approximately' $1,098,000 in cash (which he said was surplus
left over from the primary period of the 1968 campaign ::..._he
did not elaborate bevond t..1-}at statement as to the source of
the fu~ds, nor, indc~d have I ever le2rned of the origi~al
source 01 s.uch funds) ,. He sc~id 'Chat \'7, DoriaLd Bre,..re i: and J.
?21trick D!...:.c;an, botrlG~ 1,·;1108he.d b een involved in "1:he1963 fi~
n0ncc cffo~t, eith8r had taken cr were about to take a?p~oxi-
:':1:1tcly $733,000 of such fur,::::sto IJashii'lgto;l for deposit in a
S~~C dC803it box in the Main Office of the Riggs Bank. Ano~her
$3G5,OO() vou Ld b'? (.\'::;PClsitcGin the InC, P2.!:'k Avenue brarichof
the Chosc Dank an l'iC;., Yo::..-}:City.
...=-:.:~<,_, Wr-1otV,
~, .) :';__,~.l
_s,.:;/· _::. ::..[6277]
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Ear2. J. Sil'':'2rt, Esq.
June I, 197J
iJJ Page 2
I told Haury t.ha t I would agree to act at trustee
for these funds and t.h at; wheri ;.!; vias next in Washington
I wou Ld sign onto t:."le box w i,th Brci.'/er and Duq an , I did
so. >.:y recollection as of t.h i s moment; is not precise as
to whet.h er I wa s present wne n the box was opened or signed
on a"few days or about a week later -- my best memory is
that I signed on af ter the box had been formally opened.
Later, wh en both BreHer and Dugan went ir.to the Government
(Brewer as il mernbe r of the ICC and Dugan as Treasurer of
the Export-Import Bank) -- Thomas ~. Evans (managing part-
ner of the Mudge, Rose firm in New York) and France M.
Raine, Jr. (a real estate broker in Southern California)
were substituted onto the box in the stead of Brewer and
Dugan.
Hy records indicate that ori-A'prir-~-,-l969, Tom
Evans and I opened the Chase box; and my recollection is
that France was added as an additional signatory at a later
date. 'i'ie put $365/000 into the box whe n it was opened.
In aoaitiun to the $733,000 at the Riggs and the
$365,000 at the Chase ($1,098,000 total cash), an additional
$570,000 ($570,780.25 to De precise) was obtained ($500,000
from surplus funds received from other states, $50,000 from
a contributor, and $20,000 representing the surplus left
over from the t:r:-ansition budget). The total amount \-la.s
placed in a checking account under the name of The PubJ_ic
Institute, a voluntary association created under the laws
of New York, at the National Ba.nk of north America in Net,'!
York City. Signatories on this checking account included
Evans, Raine, and myself. 'l'his $.-270,000 ~ount stayed in ')
the Nor t.h Amer i.ca account until early in February-o-r-r:rt"2 (
at wh i.ch time I directed EyaIl§_and Raine to disburse the
entire balance ~mount _t_?_~$-e.,~~~::~~-:-_F ~~~_~2:c~__~~~~_~.!ce_~_a ~ .
1701 Pennsy1 v an aa Avenue 1,1 \"::J.snll1~rEonknecks we r e wr l t-'"
ten on. G'1e acco1Jnt and '.'1ere d i r ec t.ed to commi. ttees in
\vashington -..;;--sUch checks being in multiples of $30,000
per check for the reason that tha t l·!a~"'?-~Llof the cornmi t~
,. '.' J_ n~~ --,-'- "-110 '-1'1"'::"; r1"111S -'-0tees t.ha t; '.'Tere l!'! e:--.lSl..e..v..:: Cd_ ~,~ '- .•G. 1.1 ~ , L_ sum
.up as t.o the' $5'70,000 t' 2.. c h e c.t i.nq C.C~COl1n.t \\1,=:'S o~?2necl e a r Ly
'lcr - t' - . --',~no ac t i on i n l-11" :--,''''''-'ol1nJ- '7~1",·i-""o""-n·"-'-J.11 . ~ •.)(J and 112l-e v 'J.:_:L ....,.. C -..., __ '".l. •• .!....i \-- - c...\ .... _ ...... l.'_ •• 1 .. ~_1_0 ,-.\ '-:..:._
" :_. _ c 19 7 ') -".' ~ ,-J.... ,-:. e'_'!-~·r e h;-, 1 :;")n r, -:> -. •llntll j,'C;:YCli2LC','O.L ~ .:. \.11_11 ~~l_ .. d__ ....~. c•• '-<':- \'.':1S alS-
, cl . - . fina ......~'-"CO'''''''l·J_+-c>~r. l'r 'I-a" .nurse' to ~Jlxon C2spa.::..gn ~ ",~'-. !,~,\ '-e-c,'c:..,:> >.11 .. c S.t1J.ng i:OI'l.
.---
\
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As for L~e cash in L~e Riggs and in the Chase, I
. began making d i.sbuz s emer.t s a l.rnos t. immediately. It was m2C!.e
\ t clear to De at t.h e outset by i>laury that I was not to disburse
'\\ any of t.h e funds under my corrt.r oL wi thou t the express direc-
~ tion of ~o~ Haldeman. Later, when I met with Bob in his
, \off ice at the \'lhl t e House, __or, talk~g......:s.:L~.:hhim on the telephone
it was confirme.d-:tt'a+- I \'lqS onlv to, dis1?~.fse rron-S1Tch-b:--u-st '""
on his direction _gr,_o:l the direction of someori,e:-wno---\-.;as---,---
clearly standing in his shoes (Higby, Strachan, Chapin, etc.).
On June 10, 1969, I began paying polling bills
(which polls had been ordered by the \'fnite House -- out of
Bob Halde.:."1lan's office). As I recalllE,-_Larry-Higby was the
person with whom I usually dealt in polling matte~s -- most
of the polls being ordered through David R. Derge, who had a
firm named Behavioral Research Associates in Bloomington. '
Indiana. Later, as I recall lt, Derge moved to New Jersey
and I recall the na8e "ChiltOil" in his statements (which
na.T11ecould have b(::en present in the bills that. he rendRred
T ••'h",_ h- ,.....~,... ~- T~...:l": ......-_:-"'>'~.-.,_.......... - ..-- -_ .. -.~ ..--- ...-,.
probably paid out from trustee f ur.d s under my control bet"'leen
$300,000 and $400,000 for polling between June of 1969 and
January of 1972.
sometime around the middle of 1969, I began making
disbursements to an Anthony T. ULas ei vzi.c z , As I recall it,
;~,,;'::";:;"~-:--;::;>'oneof his deputies had directed me to
0, n caulfiel£_ (who was in t.h e liJhite House and whom I
had kriown casua11vth2ret.Qi~) and wa s told that Caulfield
'votil~ge for- lCleto meet Ulase',vicz and that I was to
make arranaements whereby I would begin paying him compen-
sation at fhe rate of $22,000 per year plus all of his ex-
penses out of funds und~r ~y control. When I got back to
California I --a'si(ed my then secretary, U'lrs.) Har ilyn Parent (
to order pr inted checks from ~~~ Secu~_ti:::::~-pacific Bank
b
.. ' - ,-~..,~o~';'" RC'.::1C'h OT-C-OCO bu Ldi nq arid "-0 ""'nen anrancn In QUI .L;,:::.IS£_..J L ~ J......_--....~. .....l..._ '-- u.. ....._ --.. cu..:. ._ "-It-J 1
'account far the purpase of disbursing compensation and ex-
»e ris es to LJlas2''lic=. I bS:FLl ?ayiT!~; Cl2.52',ri_cz a r ound July--
J. r - ~ "::1 J_ ...... ·Y"':::'I.L.I~o.~ 0"" 0""'- -'"nn'l-'- rJc""o' r, Ls t \1st of 1,9\)9 a net !l_'c: \'".5 L..C.Lfl.,L,::'l'_C, i ; J..,_(~.~-'.':_l::__' '-: 0~r wl...
o~ 1~71 a ~ the c;;_J_' ~,=t ~?l:,..o~ ,:?~:~~':~I;;~:'l~~~i.~i::"~:L~~l_~~~~_:;-~~_)
un e Co""'·,-' c:>"" i'.c. :'_0 L..lr:,c, C"l..c.l .• l:J LJ;.~.,__; .~_L lO-. 0 .. c.,(,-,-,-c./ .....::.,.l..
f~;::-l 'J~i-{~':19G9, to October, 1971, \-ja5" I eV2r a\'lar; or ·",as
'" _ _, C. 1- '..-.,fl ,."'1 --. J- " • , .....,'"'\ '"') ~: r1 r;o. h 1 r :""'! r" of- 1""'10 r 0 F t\.., c.. •I 0'::-~T." :,-::::.:; ~.":;:!~I-:: C' l,_.~...._ .. ._.. ~. ~ ....... .1. ' .,~ __ C_, __". • __ . ~- '~l~:.:_ ~!"'!-
• 'j .-, .
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Early in 1970, I was asked by Haldeman (perhaps
Ehrlichman as \'7ell)to undertake a program to raise funds
for certain senatorial races. I recall having a goal fi~ure
of $2,000,000, and that appro~imately $2,800,000 was act~-
ally raised in that progrc....m wh ich wa s under the over-all
direction of Haldeman. Jack A. Gleason handled the admin~
istrative side of t.h i s effort in copstant liaison w i,th _j
Harry Dent in the Hhite House.
In about HoverrJ)erof 1970 (irr.!l1ediatelvafter the
off-year elections), I was asked to begin an iniensive
program to raise early money for the forthcoming 19'72
pr esi.dent i.aI campaign. In that conn-ection,' I -agreed to
talk to several hundred top prospects on a person-to-person
basis and I wa s Hell into the program before the end of
1970.
Also, I agreed to lend a hand in setting up the
.ini t ia L staff for J-.he finance office thi3t ,,7as to be housed
in Suite 272 of the 1701 Pennsylvania building in Washingto~.
I recru i tcd Hugh Sloan out of t.he ~·:'hiteHouse (w i t.h Bob 1-1Jl-'
deman's approval) and my recollection is that he started
work as the finance chief of staff around the middle of
HaTch, 1971. Also, as I remember it, I advanced $25,000
to Sloan and Harry Flemming as "seed moneyll for .the Commit-
tee I s operations in l-larch·of 1971. Later, t.his was returned
to me together with other advances that I had made during
this period. This total advance of approximately $38,000
and the later reirnbursal of the same amount (which I deposited
in my accounts) occurred in early and in mid-1971, as I-re-
call it.
Either in late A\:gust or early September of 1971,_
Dw.i.qh t; Chapin'cCll1ed me at my off ice in Ner,'lportBeach and ~ ~
told me that he had something to talk._t:.0,me about and
asked that I make it a point to see him the next time I
'0as in the ~~litc House. I .~grce~ and d~~ in fact see him
l' '1 '11~(' o f f i.en )'11 t.hc v.cst; \':l:'.Ci Or: the lJrlJ.tc: House ab ou t; aJ. ...... \:) ,_,J..._ ..__ ..... ...... _ _, ....... ;".L
..... .' .J ~~ " ....11 p",.; 0 ",.;.l- .L o Ld I"" .r., ' t- ..' hI;ce)~ latc:;r. :l.t '(.!'!ClC 1..0e'(.l:.':; ~~:i-':J"'- l- •. ,-, •.~ ,-na·l_..""nsn ,e I·ias
" '1 r' () I ~ 1 ~ ;~., ~l L '~OP1'" .. n'-"l:; 1d q St'at: USC li-~ t:l'::: car __j" '']',.) ;':J .:.1c_ ~~.:~~ j ...i : ,'1 .. 1. :.1. ~vl ':A..-' L.. 2gr:-e tl
and that Seqr~tti had gone on to la~ school; had bcco~e a
. . _-.. . ,.... . _ -,-.r ' ......a h -,C ~-1 .. J_ h -racmc cr of t.h e CQllIornlJ f):l_, (<I. .w.. diCD gone In,-o t e i\rr-;·lY·
j • l!.- .......").-r ....../"'\·L,·_.: .... 'e; ":) ('1 .' .,1\1.:. th'~ t.:i.:'(O) I 1~'0C D',']0:}I.., :.-c .. -. - - .:.(. ,', \,_':l')·\:C!~.!l Cl:1Cl, -'18 I
1 .
-"'- f
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and assigned to t.he Judge Advocate General's Office. D~"'ight
told me that "they" wanted Seg~et~:!..to do some political '~.-ork
for an undisclosed period and asked that I disburse funds to
Segre~ti as compensation for such work and, also, to disburse
\vhatever other monies t.~at he requested to cover his expenses.
I said that4I would meet Segretti in California and agreed,
when ·Dwight asked me, to work out a mutually satisfactorY
compensation arrangement \Villihim. A compensation rate of
$16 rOOD per annum wa s agreed upon with Segretti and it wa s
settled that I would begin making disbursements to him on or
about October 1st. It was at all times clearly understood
that Segretti was not to report to me about his activities
nor was he to account to me for his expenses. I, of course
repo~ted this understanding to Chapin. . ,
I thereafter asked my secretary to open a special
checking account at the Security-pacific Bank branch in New-
port Beach. As I remember it, the first two checks that
Here q iven to Segretti were _!1l9j_lo to him in late Septem-
ber (one for t.wo weeks compensation at 1:n2 S16: 000 ner annum
rate:and the other for $5,000 representing an advan~e for
expenses). \\Te disbursed checks .in t.h i s fashion over the
next few months (with one additional $5,000 expense check
being written and t~e rest being compensation checks) un-
til Januarv when I was directed to terminate Segretti --
--_ ~ . ~ 1 I •by D\vig1Tt:Chapin or another one OI HaLdema n s depu t ies .
At about that time I disbursed either $20,000 or $25,000
in cash to him (as he had requested) representing payment
in full for \Vhat I understocd to be his expenses to date.
At no time did I understand what Segrettils responsibili-
ties were in the campaign. He did not report to me -- nor
did he account to me for his expenses in any way.
A meeting took place in early.J_Qn~~y of 1972 a:' _
wh i.ch Haldeman, Ehrlichrllan, Stans and I were pre-sent. Sdins ~
was persuaded ~o resign from his post as Secretary of Com- )
merce and to assume the res?onsibilities of Finance Chairman
for the forthcoming Presiden~i2l ca~paign. Thereafter, I
Cl~~I)urrpC'lto ~l1e camoaiqri finance co~~ittce all of the re-~..::.» J_ .::::l,._. ....... ).._
r'ain';n~ f unds To r ecap . in earl'! FC~y.u2rv I cuused a f-':li-al
:.~.- ....:... ':1 - ....1. -, ~:. -~ t _ r; C h --,l .",-......", (~? . 1 ..... ...~Pro 1. l ~..... -- ..
O!: $ 233 I 8 0 2 • 8 IJ lJl __C_~~ L_?.:} '-.::__~~_'?.:::..L~..--2.:~ • :-' .~ _.~ ._1 C:_::.~_S:_:_':.'::>__ ._LO._...J).2 __ c.:._2.:~ _.__ ..:
1i vcr cd to i[ugh Sloan ~_~ !r e.2_Su~~.;_'._<?_~._~h~ ~CJ.T';J<:~i~ll. Finance
CO""J~·t.l... . r·'ac.;h'''''o.l...n''' r.,.-",_,., "''-'', ,],-t-"r t,'o>-r ,.-.,,,,-_,.1-. -r- -,-;:, l :.~1 l_ ~ e III ~j _ •• ..:..._ : L. ...I . ~ ... ~. ~. . . - - - ,- . , ... -..... ~-.' ~ .- ~".- .~ ...- "-"
~c~-:,~~,~:_" ::~_'! i:"~!-~~r E-..:~----':,:: :,i,: .:.1:_: -~~~~:--"... ~~'~"'~":")''''''~!.:'' :':':'J:·:":.:~')l,
; ...,
0,---'-'-" ,_' __-, '"
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FolloHing the turning over of all of my balances
to Hugh Sloan in early February, :r.: personally prepared an
eight or nine page accounting covering in precise detail the
manner in which I had received and disbursed funds thr.ough-
out the period of my trusteeship. I rendered that account-
ing to Maury some tirne in February or Harch I and asked that
I be formally discharged from my trusteeship. I \'lasso dis-
charged.
At about the same time that I rendered my account-
ing I submitted detailed lists of the people I had seen over
the past year or more and the precise figures as' to amounts
contributed and the current status of the outstanding and un-
paid pledges. (the report was broken down to show those people
who had paid their pledges in full, a sheet showing those who
had partially met their pledges 1 and another sheet that shotded
a number of people who had made pledges on whidh nothing had
been received). These records were given to Maury stans as
the Finance Chairl':'.3.n.After all of these "base records" had
been sUbmitted a~d accepted by the finance office -- I directed
• ,..:_ ......._ J_ .... _ ~- ,.:; -J- ......o..t ::1J.~1 of' n'y ........!':'lr ,"","~,..1 ' r t i0:; .::>C\..'" e L-U.I.. Y ,--0 ,--e.::>._.L.1 -- ~ -'- " .!_.IC_ Sv ••2l suppo ...._lng record s .
'l'hiswa s done out of an abundance of caution to protect the
,do~. As I unders tood ita t; that time there wa s no law re-
\~g me to maintain such personal and supporting records.
. ~.
, :--,...
"C ........ l., -r_'(
./
....
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had it in a briefcase and had put it in my office where
Strachan picked it up. He onl~ spent a few minutes in
my office and then left w i,th the case. It was my aSSu.illP-
tion that such was to be used for polling -- I did not
know for certain the exact purpose in mind. I do recall
that during the sixty-day period iIT~ediately prior to
April 7,· 1972, Higby called and asked that I arrange for
a polling bill of some $150,000 be paid by Sloan and, in
that connection, Sloan was to ~ake certain that the campaign
organization itself not be advised that such a polling bill
had been paid by the Finance Office. Such payment, as I
remember it, was made by check and not in cash. This
$150,000 polling payment during that period was one of the
reasons why I assumed at the time that the $350,000 that
Strachan had picked up from my office on or about April
5th would be used for polling char qe s. ---.._-
Before I left the Finance Committee on April 7th,
I had spoken to both Haldeman and Ehrlichman and they both
ri· rn" ~['\""~C'"~-"""' .f-_ --,.....:-- -'- OC t.h .....-'L'_ t.h at "'T"ccncuy.r:-e_ lYl ....:1 ........_ .....~_, ... ._,,,J. \".."-' ..L_C,J~"j"'!' U.:J ..l.. '- lC I L-1J. -- .u.ac..l..
had done my par~ over the previous fifteen months and that
I should not continue on as Associute Chairman for the
balance of the campaign. In sum, they indicated that I
had done enough.
The Natergate:
On Satu~day, June 17th, I first became aware of
the break-in at the Hatergate Headquarters of the Demo-
cratic National Corr.mitteewhen I read the morning's Los
Angeles Times over breakfast coffee at horne.
A short time thereafter occurred the so-called
Martha Mitchell incident: Much has been written about this
unfortunate occurrence fror;-which it c?,-::ldbe inferred t~:a-t:-·"<,
Mrs. Mitchell was treated In a rough, II not brutal fashlon 1
-- so as to srrop ress cornmuni.cations w i,th the media. I have
no des~re to m~ke critical staternentsabout a lady. There-
fore, i~t me simply state that on Fridily-ruorning, Jur.e 23rd,
.1 was requested by John Mitchell (as a personal favor to
him) to qo over to the Newp~rter Inn ~here Mrs. Mitchell
was staying -- and give aid to her. This I did.
.'
.."....,..' ..... -' ...··.r ... ·,· .. _.., ......",. '.....,.,.,.... ~ '"
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On or about June 28, 1972, I flew to Washington in
response to an urgent call fro~ John Dean, who told me that
it was a rnatter of highes t Dr j 0r i i v th", t I act baG]: to· T.7a.sh-
ingtoI?-to take on i1'l. ~pt. As I recall it, when
I got U1ere I called John at his office in the EOB and
asked if he ..ya~ted 1I1eto come to his office. He said "no"
that it would be easier if I met him in front of the
H~y-AdatllS. ':rheHay-Adams is about half -~'lay be twe en the EOB
and the Statler-Hilton whe re I wa s stav~nq and T tho)1r-rht:.
_--------- ~ ":9 -~little about it. I then walked over and met Dean and we
talKE':!d.In -eha t c orive.rsation he told me tha t it was nec-
essary that I raise funds to underwrite attorneys fees for
the men that had been arrested in the-Hai::.erga~tebreak-in and
to provide support for their families during this period.
He may have also said that some of the funds wou Ld be used
to provide bail money. Coming as this did from someone
wUQ.'J__l__j:r:.u.s-t.ed, Tdho was the President1s Special Counsel --
and who very clearly \'lascarryi~g'out orders -- I did not
hesitate, and accepted his directive without question. It
seems to me t.hat I did "voncTera l'oud as to whether it miaht
not be bettor that a defense fund organi~ation be organized
to go to the public for funds. My recollection is that he
was not particularly favorably inclined towards the idea --
saying something to the effect that such an effort might be
misinterDreted by the press and that, in ~ny event, the need
was such~that we had to mQve promptly t~ provide the funds
required. He gave me the impression that my help Vlould be
required only on a o~t basis and indicated that approxi-~
mately $100,000 ,..zou Ld be needed. Also, I r_ecall that h_e sug- \
gested that I use Ulase~z. ('..,~?m I had not ~e~n in t:)Uch Hi"th j
since his october 1911 -CCl.ffillU "Clon). In add i,t.Lon , Dean gave
me the admoni tion that this entire funding operation wa s to
be absolutely secret _- again Qaking the point that if it be-
came known that.,\·lewe re helping these people, such :mighc~e
misinterpreted. I wa s advised that Ered LQ,_Ruewou Ld work -~""
with him (Dean) in giving me the instruct~ons needed to get )
the funds to the people involved.
I nezt contact.ed i,;a~!ry sta!)s on June 29th and
advised hi:...:t.h a t; I had just bee;'l given 0. special ·assigr.ment
t; . . r ~1 '. " ~ C'j' -.. ~ d ~~-)..:-,..~"":- 1 1 :7l n +~ J_ () ..L... :-, .is ;j C' C" l' CT1""'\""""" :'::l:"'\ ~JY1 t.rie ,,'.~:'J_L.~~ :10~S(_..1 :::1.1 ......· !_~.(_~L ~_ ......_.O~(_ ... _ L.. L..:.~ 0 C .. ..:.:J0_ )1(41~\:",_,1 .. ,-
T-'.,,,S r"'~'1,r,,~tii10h i.r. to bri.nq :-:1C:~ \·i~1.?_tev2ramou nt; of: cash he
....... ,. ....... "-" ......~ ...~ ......._ _... ':J
h3.d available -- u? t~l-_Q..9_cOO_Q_: He then brought to me
,"-" ,"" -__ .-.
.- - - - _.~"." .
-..-:> '-.J:I>-'~ •
.\ .. ~
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I told Maury that I could not tell him the nature of my
assignment or the purpose for wh i ch the funds wou Ld be
used -- but I assured him that I had the authority for
making my r~quest and that the assigment was perfectly
proper.
I thereafter made contact with Anthony Ulasewicz
(June 30th) and asked that he come down to Washington. He
did so and I gave him the cash funds obtained from Stans
and advised him to take it back to N~w York to hold for
later distribution in accordance with special directions
which I was to receive from either Dean or LaRue. I then
returned to California.
Over the next several days there were· many tele-
phone calls back and forth -- I don't remember whet~er I
wa s dealing w i,th Qea_n 0.E_. La~~_i:.:Q_ct.ett-i nq 1J1¥-_QLd.f'JS but- '.\lh.~h-
ever one it "y_~ot.:ld give me explicit direct iQ:c.._~ These
directions would be glven to me and then relayed to Ulasewicz.
I had told Ulasewic2 that this assignment was to be carried
out in absolute coni iden tic:lity arid it \','25 agreed t.h at ';;-e
wou l.d use telephone---I)ooths arid take ev_ery precauti.on to a--
void having the op~ration be~cme known to the opposition for
the reason that it might have an adverse effect on the cam-
paign. ~ve used verbal shorthand to describe certain of the
people involved (I, for example, remember that we called
Hunt lithe writer" and Brs. Hunt, "t.he writer's wife". The
list of people and the amounts that each weie to be given
wa s charact~Li ZE'd ao; e i th..e...:c_a..._liba v or a scri 01:. Ulasewicz
used several' aliases f including "Rivers" in hi s contacts.
These were developed'between ours'elves In the course of.
our many telephon~ calls and they were then given to Dean
or LaRue -- who had asked for them inasmuch as they \·lere-·----
. . '. 1 t.h a t U1 ' 1d b' \needed to be glven to tne peo?~e a~ ~aseW1CZ wou_ e
contacti~g. ~lmost all of tBese calls were made from
telephone booths. It was all very nuch a 007 atmosphere
;J . 1 11 r • to b,::;ck(_:1_~.o und arid e xoeri e nce0.n u. i""1 0 Y l:0 r e 2.9 n my' --", a ,- ,,"'A ~ ~.L -.:. j •
lJc):t,
$30,000 i,i; cash
This amount \","".5
I ~8C211 t~~t La~ue g~ve ~e 2??roximately
• -r _ ~'" n D ~ ::1 y"! r r- 0·; -;= ~ r .. rl ,--.r".......""I"~ _._ i. ~'::'.l -) n -~\..1 1 ..Jlr-i. U01.~~ L ~~ .. ~ .. ~ .... __ ......v . ;__1-" __ 0'_ \..-_ .l.~ ---~ .. 0 .....Ll •
given to Ulasei'licz in -\'iasi1in9';:on(at his
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Sometime in ~~I recall that John Dean again
approacheC me and said ~hat It_was critical that additional
funds be provided. At this Doint I realized that I would
have'to---go-~o--an-outside contributor for the first t.Lrnc •
\'lhatwith the mounting press coverage that was beginning
to raise qu~stions in my mind and, in particular, the ex-
treme secrecy procedures that I had been instructed to fol-
low -- I resolved that I should confirm John Dean1s authority
with his imrnediate superior i.n-t..~eT'lbj te HOllse, John Ehr] i.ch-
man. Thereafter, I' arranged to meet "vit.h Ehrlichman in his
ot1:Tce in the \'Jhite House (my best guess is that the meet-
ing took place on Jul y2§.ibl_. At that meeting wh i.ch '.'las
held behind closed d~ors with just the two of us present,
I zev iewed the circumstances of the assignment (which assian-
fuent Ehrlichman indicated that he was fully aware of); and~
then I asked Ehrlichman to confirm that Dean had the requisite
authority to direct me to undertake such activity. In're-
sponse~ ~hrlichman told me that Dean did have the authority
to give me the order; and that ~he purpose and the proprieiy
was !!ut to be yue:st.i.oD':::U. I-Il' re coLl.ecti.oriis that my decision
to see Ehrlichman at that time was based on several factors:
I had known him over a period of ten years and respected
him for his personal character and integrity; Ehrlichman
and Haldeman had agreed that I was not to have any further
involvement in fund raising after April 7th (Dean1s order
was therefore in direct conflict with that understanding);
and, finally, that Ehrlichman had been Dean1s predecessor
as Counsel to" the President and was in fact-Dean1s sUDerior
in the ~'/hite House. For all of these reasons it seemed
appropriate that I get direct confirmation as to this assign-
ment. And, to repeat again -- I was becoming increasingly
concerned about the 007 aspects of the assignment -- particu-
larly the covert and ~landestine manne~ in w~i~h I \Va~:~_"~
quired to operate. Flnally, -- and.thls I vlvldly ~edall -~
I said something to the effect that " ...John, we1re good
friends. You know my wife and my family. I know Jeanne
and your family. You know that my family and my reputation
a re t.he rnost; ir::oortant th i ncs in the worLd -::0 ;:\2 -- t.he rerore
. .l.~'_' .,(.. ."1. -- ~....... ,
I must ask you to tell me that this assignment is proper
and l-:-,US t be-car r i2c2 out.v " He r ep 1i.ed to t he e£ fcc t t.h at the
ordcr ',';~S fully recon:"irme-d arid closed h i s COITJ71e,"1tsand the
m22ting by stating words to the effect that " ...theylll have
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our heads in their laps". I construed all of those comments
together to mean that the operation was authorized, that it
was proper, and that the secrecy was necessary or the op-
position might make press capital of our assistance to these
people and that the campaign could thus be jeopardized.
It is also my recollection that at that meeting I
·told Ehrlichman that I planned to approach Thomas V. Jones,
President and Chairman of Northrop CDrporation, in California
-- and that I did not want to do so unless I was assured that
the undertaking was wholly proper.
Following this meeting, I returned to California
and, within a week or so, called Jon~s.at_his~qffice in
Los Angeles. A meeting was arranged at Jones' office and)
he gave me a package which he believed contained $50,000
cash. When I got home, I opened the package and counted
the money and found that inst~ad 9~$50,QOO I had received
$75,000. I counted the mone~ four or five times because
I could not believe ·::_h8rehad baen a $25,000 mistake. I
told my wife about it a~d finally tel§phoned Jones about
10:00 that evening from a Union Oil Company service station
on 17th Street near my home and told him of my count. At
first he said that he was sure that I was wrong and that
he was certain that he had given me $50,000. Finally, after
I repeated ~yself several times and t6ld him that I wanted to
return the $25,000 the next day, he told ~e to keep the en-
tire amount and "...credit 'it towards my earlier stated
goal amount".
Tom Jones was not advised of the purpose for
'which these funds were to be employed.
Jones' $ 75,0 00 was then t.urned over to Ulase:wJ:-c.z
-- who had f Lown out to CaJ.i~orni~ £::0:11 ;-.JeT;';York for. th~t ";
purpose. \'ii t.hi.n" a short psri.od or: tune thereafter I .1t 1S
my recollection that I advised Ehrlich:uanof Jones I contri-
bution.
(
I
\
. .._---
It \,,':}S s c.ne ti rae i::
$30/000 or $~O/OOO
his O~~iC2 2t 1701
~. !- •• h,,~ T."T)·,,,, C'",r-:> ..,,;::, ao o r ox imat o I.:.'~U.CJUSl- .'.~.;..~~I.~ .,LJ,,:..._ .......... ..._. .:JC1."r.:~ I" .. _ ~:::-:._ ~""' ....... J..'.lc...:.,,-'_:: y
inc;) she i t; i:2 r in D 2 2:J. ISO £ fie '2 0 r in
p '''~t~n s y 1. <orJ a n .i 21 I
.' ....... ,T' ....
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Aftei I received the second amount from LaRue, I
did not obtain any additional funds for this assignment.
All told, my best recollection3s that I obtained between
$210,000 and $230,000 from three individuals during the two-
month period ($75,100 from Stans, $75,000 from Jones, and
the balance from LaRue). These funds were routed to the Deo~
pIe that. were specifically designated by either Dean or L~Rue.
While I was continually urged to obtain more funds
-- I .advi sed" both Dean and LaRue that it wou Ld not be pos-
sible for me to raise any additional funds.
The last fime r recall that I was directly ap-
proached to raise more funds in this project was on January
18, 1973, when Dean asked me to attend a meeting scheduled
in 11itchell' s office. This requested meeting irrunediately
followed the adjournment of the Annual Meeting of The Ri~hard
Nixon Foundation being held that afternoon at Blair House.
r recall that Dean and I went over to Mitchell's office
at 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue around 4:00 or 4:15 p.m. and
that ~',Te rnc t ;·,;'ith ~:li-::::;h~ll and LcRue .in lylitcllell!s Law of-
~~ce. I remember tnat I was in attendance for about ten
minutes before I excused myself to attend another meeting
that had been scheduled for 5:00 p.m. From my best recollec-
tion, the main point discussed at the meeting was the matter
of where additional funds could be raised. I advised one
and all that I could not do more and thereupon excused my-
self. As I have st~ted earlier in this letter! I had made
up my mind in August or September to do nothing more and to
make it clear that I would do no more.
Mr; Silbert, with regard to my involvement in
these funds to the \'latergate .ind ividua La _ .. :L can only say
that at that time -- it was totally im?lausible for ma~to-
~ , , d t t".)..' .f \believe that I wo uLd De aSKe 0 par .ici.par.ean any l1Tlpl:,oper
activi ty by men wb o occupied the nurnber t.wo and t.nree po~N_-
tions in the White House ...and with the awareness these g~ntle-
men had of my position as the President's personal attorney.
\T~ry s .i.n c ':'1-(-' Ly \.',...",-,-c-.._ ~ c~_. .1 .......-..4 ... .::'
4-:1,f-;-(.l0/K,/ c.. // I r""l/,~j t.,. \&___.. .......""r,·""-~,..__. \
Herbert ~. Kalmbach
..- ~.... , .,
~~",.:../ E~~;,
"
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17. On February 2, 1971 Colson sent a memorandum to Haldeman's
assistant Lawrence Higby stating that the milk producers were prepared
to contribute $100,000 for tables at a ~epublican dinner and that the
only trick would be to be certain that the White House got credit for
this against the sums it was expected to raise. Higby noted on the
memorandum, "OK."
17.1 Memorandum from Charles Colson to Larry Higby,
February 2, 1971 (received from ~oThiteHouse).
[6290]
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Fe
17.1 Charles Colson memorandum
As I uncle r s t arid it, w e owe the Nat io na l Corn...rnittce approxim;:::.tclY'
$150,000 or igina Lly committed from Mulc<lhy-. ~~1y feeling, as you know,
is that w c should not go back to Mulcahy.
The Milk P'r odu ce r s are prepared to buy 10 tables to the COIT'_TTIlttee
Dinner ($100, 000'). The National Committee could be adv is ed in advance
that this is part of the money we owe . The only trick would be to be
certain that we got credit for this against the SUIUS they expe ct us to
.raise.
Pleas o let Inc know. 001/0'1
·L~~
Charles vr. Colso~
e .
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18. Berween February 2, 1971 and February 16, 1971 Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Colson and other White House officials approved plans for
the President to meet with dairy industry leaders. In a memorandum
approving the proposal for the meeting Colson stated that the President
said he wanted to do this and should.
18.1 Memorandum from Dave Parker to Chuck Colson and
John Whitaker, February 2, 1971 (received from
White House).
18.2 Memorandum from Dave Parker to John Ehrlichman,
February 4, 1971 (received from White House).
18.3 Schedule Proposal from David Parker for the
President, Febr\~ry 16, 1971 (received from
White House). ~
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18.1 Dave Parker memorandum
Dave Parker memorandum to Chuck Colson
and John Whitaker, February 2, 1971
Retyped from indistinct original
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
MEMORANDUM FOR:
February 2, 1971.
~UCk Colson
John Whitaker
FROM: Da~e Parker
RE: Leaders of dairy industry
$ecretary Hardin has put forth a proposal
~eet with the various national leaders of
What would be your recommendation in this
/
that the President
the dairy industry.
regard?
Approve
Disapprove
reason: _
Thanks.
The President said he wanted to
do this -- and should -- I should
be included in the meeting for
special political reasons
Retyped from indistinct original
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18.1 Dave Parker memorandum
.-
'·l.~·'C-,V1 •.•• ·•• I ~ ','-',--' • '1:'0"" •- _ ...... " - _. - "'. - ... vc<'c" C· ,_...... C .$0:1
Joh n \':hita~:c:= •~.
Fl~O:'.::
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Dr!v e P2. r Icc r
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SCC ...",f:" .,..•• -:~- -r': , h>..c:• __ /C•• _d. ,.. ?:.tt !o::th ~,--,... 1 t..rnc ct y."., ;'; " e' _?osa t"at th e ,hool'·'1" f
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18.2 Dave Parker memorandum
David Parker memorandum to John Erlichman,
February 4, 1971
etyped from indistinct original
MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
J
Washington
February 4, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICHMAN
FROM: Dave Parker
RE: Leaders of Dairy Industry
Secretary Hardin has sent a memo concerning the Presi-
dent's expressed interest in meeting with leaders of the
dairy industry (attached). Colson and Whitaker strongly
recommend the President meet with the group on the attached
list.
Do you concur? No objection
.THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington.
Date: 1/27/71
To: C
From: Bruce Kehrli
H has not seen -
Please handle
B.
Retyped from indistinct original
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o 18.2 Dave Parker memorandum .._
~.------- TIlE wn ITZ lIeUSE ,I
- WASHIIfCTO:t,
-----------0011.33 February 4, 1971 ",
!vlE~-10RA?'\nu~.! FOR JQHN EHRLICH~1.AN • ..
FROM; Da vc Pa rke r
•
• R1='·-. Leaders of Daify Industry
I
i
I
f
I
!
;. ...
.-
'., ~.
Secretary Hardin has sc:nt a memo concerning the Pr-esi-
dent's expressed interest in rne et ing w ith leaders of the
dairy Iridu s t.r y (attached). Colson and \\~hitakcr strongly
recomnlend the President mc et with the z r oun on th~.attached... .
A''''''
::.....
•..~: ...4.
Do you concur? --.......
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. To: C ..
From: Bruce ICehrli
I-f "/~
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18.3 David Parker schedule
proposal
David Parker memorandum,
February 16, 1971, 1-2
)Retyped from indistinct original
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
February 16, 1~7l
SCHEDULE PROPOSAL
FROM: Pavid N. Parker VIA: Dwight L. Chapin
~...
MEETING: Leaders of the dairy industry
~: open
PURPOSE: To enhance agriculture's support of Administration
programs; and, because the President said he wanted to do this in
telephone message to the American Milk Producers Conference last
September, as well as when meeting with Messrs. Nelson and Parr he
stated he would meet with the leaders again. .
his
PRESIDENTIAL PARTICIPATION
-Cabinet Room
-18 attending (list attached)plus Secretary Hardin
-half Hour meeting
approve _=H_ disapprove _
Coverage:
To be announced approv~ H disapprove
approve H disapprove--
STAFF: John Whitaker
RECOMMENDATIONS
In Favor Chuck Colson
John Ehrlichman
Murray Chotiner
Secretary Hardin
John Whitaker
Colson - "The President said he wanted to do this and should".
Retyped from indistinct original
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David Parker memorandum,
February 16, 1971, 1-2
etyped from indistinct original
Page Two
Dairy Industry
Chotiner - "Substantial support coming from this group".
Whitaker - "The President committed himself"~·
BACKGROUND: Secretary Hardin urges this meeting be held. He
says that last fall at the time of the convention of the Associated Milk
Producers, he talked with the President on the phone and the President
extended an invitation to key members of the dairy industry to meet
with him.
:-...
FOLLOW UP:
Colson says the Dairy industry has a good PR program and this meeting
will be exploited widely in the dair\industry.-
and farm
Retyped from indistinct original
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$CHEDULE PROPOSAL
FRO:v1: David ~. Park~r
\. "
February 16, 1971 18.3 David Parker schedule
YIA:
.'
MEr:TI~G: Lc ade r s of the ~airy i,nclustry
DATE: cne n..
!•
r:,~ ~~~. ~...
PURPOSE: To er.1~ancc ag!"icu1mre's support of Admtnts cr at ion
program.s; and, because the P,residcnt said he wa nt e d to-do thi s in his
telephone me s se gc to the American ~\lilk Producc:'s Conferc'occ- Las t
September, as well a s whc n meeting wi.th ::-.-1essrs. Nel s cn and Parr he
stated he would rn cvt w ith the leaders a ga in; -. .:-
....,.
PRESIDENTIAL P_!..RTICnj-~-TIO):
.... _...._
Coverage:
To be announced
Photo op?ortunity
STAFF: John \':hitaker
,
In Favor , '
" ...
~
s .
, T-
-Cabinet Room
-H\ at.r.enrl1n~ 111~t att~rhp.(IJ;!,-I\1~ :--'Pt','PI'=,,1"" H
-half h our meeting -_._.. •
. . approve~ _;di.~trove _
¥,t. ..
. approy('! , disapprove ",
. , ~T-..?· -~pprove __..::.::.'...I.L:-iappro,:c ' -.
I' .• ..'
_. ... ..~t_ "_
•
Chuck Colson
John Ehrlichman
Mu r r ay Chotincr
Secrctary Hardin
John \rhitakcr
.-."
.. '.
Colson -"Thc P::;csidcd said he wa nccd to do this and should".
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Sccr~t2.ry "[-Jardin urges this meeting he h el d , He
FOLLO".,',; UP: . .,
Colson says the Dairy industry has a good PR program and
will be exploited widely in the dairy Indu s t r y,
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Chotiner _ "Sub s ta nt ia l support corn ing from, this gr oup ",
'Whitaker - "T'h c Pres idcnt cOl1llnittecl hirns elf'! •
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BACKGn.OlJND:
says that ia s t fall at the t irnc of the convention of the Associated :·.1ilk
Producers, he talked w ith the President on the phone and the President
, extended an invitation to key members of the dairy industry to':meet.,," '" ~...
with him.-......
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19. Beginning in early 1971 dairy cooperative representatives
undertook intense lobbying efforts in Congress to enact legislation
requiring a milk price support level of between 85% and 90% parity.
On February 10, 1971 Speaker Carl Albert, Congressman Wilbur Mil1s,
and Ranking House Ways and Means Committee member John Byrnes met
in Speaker Albert's office with AMP! officials Harold Nelson and
Dave Parr, USDA Congressional liaison head William Galbraith, and
Counsel to the President for Congressional Relations Clark MacGregor.
On March 4, 1971 Congressman Mills telephoned OMB Director George
Shultz and on March 10, 1971 Speaker Albert telephoned Shultz to
urge an increase in milk price supports. During late February and
f~
March, 88 Members of Congress wr022)or wired the Department of
Agriculture urging an increase in milk price supports to 90% of
parity. Ten other Hembers sought an increase to at least 85% of
parity, while 44 Nembers forwarded constitutent requests which sought
increases to various levels. Beoveen March 16 and }~rch 25, 1971
approximately 28 bills were introduced in the House of Representatives
and two in the Senate to increase the minimum level of milk price
supports to at least 857. of parity.
19.1 White House "White Paper," The Hilk Support
Price Decision, January 8, 1974, 2-3, 14-16.
19.2 Harold Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 117-20.
19.3 Hemo randum from George Shultz to John Ehrlichman,
Harch 4, 1971 (received from White House).
[6307]
19.4 Memorandum from Edward Schmults to Messrs.
Hamilton and Sanders, November 27, 1973
(received from SSC).
19.5 Memorandum from Clark MacGregor to John Ehrlichman
and George Shultz, March 5, 1971, 1-2 (received
from White House).
19.6 Memorandum from Bill Gifford to the Director
[George Shultz], March 9, 1971 (received from
White House).
Note: The Committee has received from the White
House copies of congressional correspondence to
USDA referred to above. The figures referred to
above were compiled by the Impeachment Inquiry
staff on the basis of those correspondence.
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'["OU Hlmmlil'L'E HELEII.:iE \
or flee of t he Hhl te House Pr-ess Secretary
-_._- ----------_ ~ -- ._ -- -_ .. -_ ..__ ..----- ----,---- ---_ __ ._--_ -.- -._--
"' ..
THe HHITE HOU3E
'Tile Hille SU2port Price D2clslon
During the spring of 1971, Secretary or Ag~icultu~e
Clifford Hardin announced that certain dairj products would .
be supported by tlleFederal GoverrDent at 80 percent of parity
dur Lng the 1971-72 raar-ket Lng S':2.S0'1. SubsequencLy ," :;.r:.ci':'!::"
h8uvyprassure from the Congre~s to increase supports and
after consultation with his senior advisers, the President
reconsidered and requested the Secretary to raise the price
support level for the coming year to 85 percent of parity.
Because. the President also met \dth dairy leaders dur-Lrig"
this same period and be cause campaign contributions we-r-e s-.;
given to his re-election effort during 1971, there have been
charges in the media and else~ilierethat the President's· actions
on pric~ supports were the result of promises from the dair,
industry to COntribute to the 1972 Republican Presidential
campaign. These allegations are unsupported by evidence and
are totally false._ .... :", _ .
._ ..•. ,. .
.. ';:" ..: -. >- ~'"
.,F···~,,~,.,."!-: •The Decisions of tIJarch,1971.
The decision announced each year by the Secretary of
Agriculture of the price at which the Government vrill support
milk prices has a significant impact on the Nation's dairy
farmers. In 1970, Secretary Hardin had announced that for
the marketing year running from'April 1, 1970 through Narch 31,
1971, the Government wou Ld support manufacturing milk at
$4.66 per 100 pounds, or at 85 percent of parity. This
figure represented an increase of 38 cents and an increase
of 2 percent of the parity rate over the year before (1969-
1970).
As the 1971-72 marketing season approached, the question
within the Gover-nment; was whether- to continue supporting the
milk price at $4.66 per 100 pounds or to raise the price.
Because a grain shortage and other factors had increased the
costs of production for dairy farmers, a continuation of the
$4.66 price meant that the parity rate would actually fall to
approximately 80 percent. To the farmers, a drop in parity.
rate vrou Ld result in a possible loss of income ~'Thichin turn
coulu deter production. The farmers therefor~ advocated an
increase in the price support to $5.21 per 100 pounds, or 90
percent of parity; at the very least, they argued, the
Government should raise the price to $4.92 per 100 pounds
and thereby maintain the current parity rate of 85 percent.
At the Department of Agriculture, it Nas feared th2t such
price increases might encourage excess production on the
farms, raise the prices of dairy products for conslloers, and
uLtLua teLy force the Government to purchase the sur'pLus
products.
The dairy industry, which had become hi~hly or~ani~ed in
the 19603, moved to exert maximum, direct pr-e saur-e on the
Secretary of Agrlculture in early 1971. In a few waeks~ over
13,000 letters from milk pl'oducer~ were received by the
Department of Agriculture.
more
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At the same tIme, the daIry in1ust~y work~d to ~chlev~ its
objectives indirectly throu~h Me~bers of the Con[re~~ who a~reed
wlt h industry v Le ws , The upper fHd.-restcrnaffiliate of th~~
Associated fUlk Producers, Inc. (AfIPI) est Lmat ed that its
members alone sent some 50.000 letters to Congressm~n on the
subject of milk supports. Between February 23 and March 12,
1971, some 25 Senators and 65 Congressmen wrote the Secretary
of Agriculture to urge that the $4.66 support price be increased.
Some twenty Senators ~nd 53 Pe9resentatlv2s indicate~ t~a~ t~ey
wanted to see the arice raised to a full sa nercent of Darl~V
($5.21 per cwt.) .. Four Senator~ and eight R~presentati~es-··
adopted a more restrained position, asking that the price be
raised to at least 85 percent of parity ($4.92).
Some of the letters openly referred to the fact that spokes-
men for the dairy cooperatives -- AMPI, Dairymen, Inc.) or their
affiliates -_.had wr Lt ten or called upon the Congressmen to ask
for support. A number of letters were apparently drafted by
lobbying groups.
Many of the Members also took to the floor of the Ho~se'
and Senate to express their concern:
On March l~.Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier
(D., His.) rose to tell his colleagues: i:Heneed your
assistance in persuading the Administration to raise
dairy price supports to 90 percent of parity .. d
(Congressional Record, p. 4310). His sentiments were
echoed by Congressman Les Aspin (D.~Wis.).
After March 7~ wherithe Associated Press reported
that Secretary Hardin might raise the support level to
85 percent of parity, Senators Hubert Humphrey (D.,
Minn.)~ Vance Hartke (D., Ind.): Walter Mondale (D.,
Minn.)~ and Fred Harris (D., Okla.)~ as well as
Congre5smen Ed Jories (D., Tenn.), Robert McClory
(R., Ill.), and Vernon Thomson (R., Wis.), all made
floor speeches in favor of a 90 percent level.
On March 8, Congressman William Steiger CR., Wis.)
entered into the Congressional Record a letter he had
sent to Secretary Hardin calling for 90 percent parity.
On r·larch9) both Senators Hartke and Humphrey
called again for the 90 percent level.
On March 10, Congressman Jones argued that even
90 percent would not be a "decent r-et ur-n;" but ::i·twcuLd
certainly heLp ;" Nr ° Jones urged the Department of
Agriculture not to "sit idly by and watch our dairy
industry decline into oblivion. Unless dairy price
supports are set at a level high enough to buarantee
90 percent of parity, that is exactly what we are
i:witing. r! (Cone;ressional Record, pp. 5956-57).
Senator Mondale agaIn called for the 90 percent level.
On f·7arch11, Con~ressman Thomson repeated his call
for a 90 pe~cent decIsion.
Hhllc their co ILeagues wer-e marshaLl Lng SlIPP0,t; in 0;'2n
floor s peeches , r.e nLo r' Demo cr-at tc leaders in tilt:' Congress ~'!2re
expr0~sln~ their cnncp~ns privately to !'cr~e~en~~tives 0f ~he
11.11enI nLo t.r-a t Ion . On Febr'll.:tt'y10, t he Chal rrmn o f the Hou se F.:!,'·s
nn,l r':.:an;, ComrnLt t cc , \/llllut'f,11.l1::;, (n., 1\rk.), a rran.tcd a r:1eeting[6311]
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in the ofrice of Speaker Car-L Albert (D.) OzLa , ) to r1:!.3<:;u:;:;;
the da i r-y Ls sue , HqJ['t;.'sentati'fesof the daLr-y :~n(jllstryh;-_d
apparently ~sked foe the ~eetin~ to plead their case. In
attendance \';el'e Harold iielson and DavLd Pare f'rom r\i~PI;
Congrcs::H,leni'lills)Albert and John Byrnes CR., HIs.); \1illiam
Go.lbraltll,head of Congressional liaison for the Depart~ent
of Agriculture; and Clark [Ia(;Gre[~o!')then CouriceL to the
President for Congressional Relations.
,
The Congressional leaders continued to make their v!e~s
known in seVeral private conversations thereafter. According
to r·:L.-. I:facGl"'egorr 3 r-eco rd s , ConG~e.5:;r:12.n r'Iills urged hi:-.l or;
at lea3t six occa3ions in lat~ ?ebruary and early ~arch to
urge the President to raise the support price. CongreSSm&D
Mills and Speaker Albert alsa telephoned the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, George Shultz, with the sa~e
request. r~. Shultz sent a memoranduQ to John Ehrlich~an at
.the White House indicating the substance of the Mills requestfor a rise in the support level.
Nevertheless ~ on r1arch 12~ Secretary Hardin announced that
the price support for the coming year would be approximately
80 percent of parity -- not 90 percent as the dairy industry
wanted. The Secretary's announcement acknowledged that some
dairymen believed that the support price should be increased.
out, he said~ higher support prices might lead to excessive
supplies and large surpluses. filr.Hardin believed his action
was !linthe long-term best interests of the dairy producers."
Immediately f'oLl.owd ng the Agr-Lcu'l tur-s Department announce_
ment of March 12, 1971, a campaign was initiated on Capitol Hill
by both Democrats and Republicans for mandatory le~islation to
increase the parity level to 85 or 90 percent. Thirty senarate
bills were introduced in the House of.Representatives between
Narch 16th and I!farch25th t-Jit lthis specific goal in rnind.
One hundred and twenty-five Members of the House of Reoresenta_
tives introduced or co-sponsored legislation to support the .
price of manufacturing milk at a level of not more than 90
percent nor less than 85 percent. In other words, 85 percent
would be an absolute floor for price supports. Of these
Representatives, 29 were Republicans and 96 were Democrats.
T\oJ'oCongressmen, one from each side of the aisle, also intro-
duced legislation for a mandatory level of 90 percent of parity.
In the Senate, 28 Senators, led by Democratic Senator
Gaylord Uelson of Hisconsin, introduced legislation on,fIarch 16
1971, that would have required support levels at a minimQ~ of '
85 percent of parity. Of the Nelson bill sponsor-s, one was a
Republican (Senator Cook of Kentucky) and 27 were Democrats
(Senators Allen, Bayh, Burdick, Bentsen, Cranston, Eastland,
Eagleton, Fulbright, Gravel, Hart, HarriS, Hollines, Hartke,
Hughes, Lnouy e, Long, Ilondale, f'lcGee,r'lcGovern,r-!uskie,Iloss,
Helson, Proxmire, Spar-Icnan, Stevenson, Symir:gton, Tunney).
'I'nr-ee days later, Senator Hubert Humphr-ey SpO!1soreclhis ownbill seeking higher parity.
Philosophically, the Hixon A~dnistration had hoped to
gradually move a,'rayfron Federal policies \'lllichprovide r:lassh-e
subsidie~ to agriculture. These subsidies had initially b~en
Lns tituted dueinc; the Depression year-s when the COl,;ernse:1t
undertoolc a vnr-Le t y of measures to case the pli['~htor the
f'arrner-sand to c;ive them some deGree of econon.lc stabIlity
more
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The following bills are substantialll identical to ea~h other:
Date Bill
Introduced Nu~ber Sponsor(s)
3/16/'il H.R.6188 SmIth (D-Iowa)
Edmondson ~D-Okla)
Hung3.te (D-No)
Roush (D-Ind)
Jones (D-Tenn)
Teague (D-Tex)
Steiger (R-i'lis)
Burton (D-Calif)
Hamilton (D-Ind)
Griffin (D-fUss)
Burleson (D-Tex)
Burlison (D-No)
Fraser (D-I"iinn)
Ullman (D-Ore)
Shipley (D-Ill)
Randall CD-Mol
Price (0-111)' .
Kuykendall (R-Tenn)
3/17/71
3/17/71
3/17/71
H.R.6248 Roncalio (D-Wyo)
H.TI.6249 Smith (D-Iowa)
Poage CD-Tex)
Patman (D-Tex)
Sisk (D-Tex)
Obey (D-His)
Sikes (D-Fla)
Steed (D-Okla)
Culver (Ds-Eowa )
Kyl (R-Iat,ra)
Bergland (D-Minn)
Abbitt (D-Va)
Abourezk (D-S.Dak)
Kastenmeier (D-Wis)
FascalI (D-Fla)
Broyhill (R-N.C.)
H.R.6250 Smith (D-Iowa)
Casey CD-Tex)
Hansen (D-Hash)
Shriver (R-Kan)
Pickle (D-Tex)
Pryor (D-Ark)
Blanton CD-Tenn)-
Flat-:ers(D-Ala)
Fulton (D-Tenn)
Ham~erschmidt CR-Ark)
\'lrisht(D-Tcx)
Aspin (D-His)
Thone (R-tJebr)
Danld CD-Va)
Do r-nCD-S.C.)
Fl::;lwr,(D-Tex)
Edwa r'd s CD-La)
more
Purpose
To 3UPPO~~ th~ pri~~of Danufactu~i~g
milk at a level not
more than 90% nor
less than 85% of the
parity price for the
marketing year 1971-
72, as the Secretary
determines is nec-
essary in'order, to
assure adequate
supply.
"
"
"
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D<:~tc BIll
Introduced Number------
3/17/71
3/18/71
3/18/71
3/18/71
3/23/71
3/23/71
3/23/71
3/23/71
3/23/71
. 3/23/Ti.
3/23/71
3/23/71
]/< Jl71
H.R.628:J Q'l\onski (fl-tHs)
H.R.6Q12 Zwach (R-Minn)
H.R.6425 Harvey (R-Mich)
H.R.6443 Smith (D~Iowa)
Abernethy (D-Miss)
Stubblefield (D-Ky)
Purcell (D-Tex)
l>1atsunaga(D-Hawaii)
Vigorito (D-Pa)
Denholm (D-S.Dak)
Martin (R-Nebr)
Roberts (D-Tex)
Halpern (R-N.Y.)
Zablocki (D-Wis)
McFall (D-Calif)
Montgomery (D-Nisi)
Johnson (D-Calif)
Sch'Wenge1 (R-IOI'la)
Anderson (D-Tenn)
\>latts(D-Ky)
Perkins (D-Ky)
Riegle (R-Hich)
Whitehurst (n-Va)
H.R.6534 Hull (D-Mo)
H.R.6553 Natcher (D-Ky)
H.R.6S59 Quillen (R-Tenn)
H.R.6619 Gross (R~Iowa)
Scherle (R-Iowa)
King (R-U.Y.)
Hall (R-f·1o)
H.R.662.1 Jones (D-tl.C.)
Preyer (D-N.C.)
Henderson CD-N.C.)
Taylor (D-N.C.)
Lennon (D-N.C.)
H.R.6632 Lon~ (D-La)
H.R.6635 r'lcNlllan(D-S.C.)
H.fl.6GI17 Sebel1us (fl-Kan)
H.H.6650 Str:ltton·(D-ILY.)
(
To Support th~ price
of manufacturing
milk at a lev~1 not
more than 90% nor
less than 85~ of th~
parity price for the
marketing year 1971-
72, a3 th~ S~~retarv
.deter~ines 13 nec- -
essary in order to
assure adequate
Supply.
"
I't
"
"
"
"
rl
"
"
"
"
:,
:
-
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Date DIll
Introduced Number Spon:;orCc;)
3/23/71
------- ---
H.R.6657 Young (D-Tcz)
3/24/71
3/24/71
3/24/71
.j 3124/71
3/24/71
f
3/25/71
3/25/71
3/25/71
H.R~6683 Evans (D-Colo)
Aspinall (D-Colo)
H.R.6691 Hastings (R-N.Y.)
H.R.6701 Landrum (D-Ga)
Stephens (D-Ga)
Brinkley (D-Ga)
Stuckey (D-Ga)
Thompson (R-Ga)
Mathis (D-Ga)
H.R.6712 Thompson (D-N.~.)
H.R.6727 Nichols (D-Ala)
H.R.6746 Andrews (D-Ala)
H.R.6753 Duncan (R-Tenn)
H.R.6785 Pryor (D-Ark)
Bingham (D-N.Y.)
Leggett CD-Calif)
Mahon (D-Tex)
Melcher (D-Mont)
Baker (R-Tenn)
Duncan (R-Tenn)
r'Iyers(R-rnd)
Hillis (R-Ind)
Hanley (D-N.Y.)
Galifianakis (D-N.C.)
Brasco (D-N.Y.)
Collins (D-Ill)
Alexander (D-Ark)
Kee (D-\'i.Va)
Gallagher (D-N.J.)
Gonzalez (D-Tex)
Begich CD-Alaska)
Kyros (D-f'!aine )
3/18/71
The following bills are identical:
H R 63r-7 Abbitt (D-Va).. ")
3/22/71 H.n.G~O~ Thomson (R-Wls)
I:h)l't'
To oupport th~ pr1s~
of w~nufacturln6
milk at a lev~l nat
mare than 90% nor
less than 857, of the
parity prIce for th~
marketIng year 1971-
72, as the Secretary
deternines is nec-
essary 1n ord~r to
c.33U.:""~ ad~ql.le.t~
supply.
"
"
"
n
-~.:;:
" ..
"
"
"
.. ,
To Support the arlee
of milk nt 90~ of
the parity price
through purch2ses
of milk ~nd r.ti1k
products.
"
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with Mr. Colson.
Mr. Weitz. Did you meet with all of those individuals?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Who was present at those meetings?
Mr. Nelson. The various people.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Parr generally present at those meet-
ings?
Mr. Nelson. Generally, yes.
Mr. Weitz. Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
'Mr. Weitz. Mr. Hillings? Was Mr. Hillings present at
all those meetings?
Mr. Nelson. Mr. Hillings may have been present one time
when we met with Secretary Hardin, I don't really recall that
ne was, but I don't believe he was ever present when we met
with any of these other people.
Mr. Weitz. And at these meetings, you presented various
dates to them with respect to the position of the dairy co-ops?
Mr. Nelson. What you might call, mostly unwritten views
lunreadable] and arguments, and also some written papers on the sub-
ject.
~r. Weitz. And did you, during this period late 1970, the
Ifirst several months of 1971, mount an effort or organize to
obtain Congressional support?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, we did.
Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Weitz. How did you go about doing that?
Mr. Nelson. Well, the Congressional effort, you under-
stand, wasn't an AMPI effort alone. This was an effort that I
would say the nearest thing to what you might call at least
_j
figuratively speaking, the head of this was the National Milk
Producers Federation which enlisted the aid of its -- or
attempted to enlist the aid of all of its members.
The prime movers in this effort, I would say, were
AMPI, Mid-America, and Dairymen, Inc. Those were the prime
~oyers. We also had, as I recall, one prime opponent to it,
initially, and that was another cooperative Land-O-Lakes, which
is legally a cooperative, but has a different philosophical
approach to the whole thing than these other mar~eting groups.
And so this support was pretty wide-spread throughout the
United States, as far as dairy cooperatives were concerned.
And their members, or representatives, would calIon their
respective Congressmen and Senators ~sking them to co-author a
bill setting the supports at 90 percent.
Mr. Weitz. Now what time period are we talking about?
The first decision by the Secretary of Agriculture, not raising
price supports, was March 12. Would you have begun this effort,
let's say a month or two months before that time?
Mr. Nelson. I would say at least that.
Mr. Weitz. At least a month or two months?
Mr. Nelson. At least that.
Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Nelson. So it would be fair to say that throughout the
early part of 1971, the first two and a half, three months of
1971, you were meeting both with representatives of the Adminis-
tration, and also with the various Congressmen and so forth,
to obtain their support, in contacting whoever they felt was
appropriate in order to try to obtain an increase, and also to
perhaps solicit their support for a bill to raise the support
level?
Mr. Nelson. You're talking about "you", you're not using
the personal pronoun, you're using the whole collective effort?
Yes,tfiat's right.
~r. Weitz. Was it contemplated, let's say, in February or
~rcn of 1971, that a bill would be, or you hoped, would be
~ntroduced into Congress to raise the support level?
Mr. Nelson. I believe it was before that.
Mr. Weitz. So part of this whole strategy was both to
approach the Administration pretty much from the outset in ob-
taining an Administrative increase if possible, but also to
obtain Congressional support and possibly Congressional action?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Did you communicate your information, or the
fact that you were making this effort, this Congressional
effort to 'anyone in the administration?
Mr. Nelson. I don't recall any specific communication,
but it was no secret. There wasn't anything furtive about the
Retyped from indist~nct original
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120
effort with Congress. It was a well-known, well-publicized
.~ct.
Mr. Weitz. Let's go off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
(A brief recess was taken.)
Retyped from indistinct original
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19.3 George Shultz memorandum
0 ....T'J- ~l ..~-!-,,..OT,- I" L;. I I",.~~I'" •
W.:\-:iHINCTO.-.., C.C.,
Harch 4, 1971
"
call f r ora ~'lilbur Hills this
supports on ~ilk. ....1" .afternoon re price ..,
;
-. ,
;0': •
He call ad to inquire ..abo'.lt the situation and i:d push
for a prompt d.ecision. He clearly warrts to see the
support price raised and cxp:::-csscdhis doubts about
the estima t.es of excoss suppLy that wouLd be czca ted
by that move. He states his viq_''''that the DGpartr:1cnt
aLway s over_'estina t.es the prcd1.1ction increase and
under-estimates dem~nd.
-_..... _ 001205
,,
..," .~la-t~ -~. , .I
George P. ~nultz
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19.4 Edward Schmu1ts memorandum
-rH!=: GENERAL COUNSEL OF THr. TP":ASURY
WASHIN(;TON_ 0 c. ~O~2~
NOV 27 1973
FROM:
~lles Hamil ton
Donald G. Sanders
Edward C. SChmUlts~~~
Information Request ed on Noveraber 21, 1973SUBJECT:
In accordance with our conversation on Hednesday, November 21, 1973,
the following sets forth certain relevant information which you requested
from the appointment records and telephone logs of Secretary Shultz for
certain d~tes in March, 1971:
1. The telephone log for Thursday, March 4, indicates that
Chairman Mills called and talked with Mr. Shultz at
3:10 p.m. As you requested, attached is a me~orandum
from Mr. ShuLtz to Mr;. EhrLf.chman, dated March 4, 1971,
regarding this telephone conversation. The telephone
log for Monday, Harch 8, also LndLcate.sthat Hr. Shultz
was called by Chairman Mills at 3:00 p.m. }rr. Shultz
WaS not available at that time but returned Chairman
Mills call later in the afternoon. Tne appointment log
for Thursday, Harch 25, .indicates that Mr. Shul t z was
invited to attend a 9:30 a.m. meeting with Chairman
Mills and Mr. Ehrlichrnan. It is possible that
}rr. Gifford also attended.
F'The telephone log for the morning of \olednesday,March 10,
indicates a telephone conversation,initiated by Speaker
( Albert, between the Speaker and Mr. Shultz took place.
3. The appointment log sets forth the following references
to meetings on ~~ich 19 and 23 regarding the milk price
support matter:
.'
(a) Friday, Narch 19 -- 4:00 p.m. me:eting at
}f..r. Ehrlichman r s office "re milk price supports"
with Messrs. Ehrlichman, Hardin, Whitake~, Cashen,
MacGregor or Timmins, and Rice. '
.,.
',', - .~-:--":'~--.--=--~:.."~ ..---~~:..~~~""-~ ...
.i '\
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(b) Tuesday. Harch 23 10 :30 a ua, meetinG with
the "President w/As soc iated Hilk ProrIuce:t"'s,
Inc., Cabinet Room."
(c) Tuesday, March 23 -- 4:45 p.m. meeting with the
"President (r e Hilk Prices) w/Rice."
4. The telephone log for Hednesday, ¥.arch 24, indicated thet
Under Secretary of Agriculture Cempbell tried to call
Mr,; Shultz at 8:25 a.m. The call was completed at 9:55
a.m.
5. On Tnursday evening, Har ch 25, Mr~ Shultz attended a
reception given by the Arkansas Bankers Association in
honor of the Arkansas Congressional Delegation in the
Monticello Room of the}~dison Hotel.
6. Other then a note indicating an invitation on Mondey,
March 22, from Mr. Haldeman to Mr. Shultz and his family
to attend a film showing in the i,"'hiteHouse theater on
}~rch 23, the appointment records and telephone 10gs'do
not indicate any contects between Hr. Haldeman and
Mr. Shultz during the period Narch 19 to }~rch 25, 1971,
inclusive. ,
7. Attached are newspaper articles appearing on April 5, 1971,
December 22, 1971, and }~y 18, 19 and 23, 1973 •
Attachments . .
,_._""
---_- ---------- --- - - - ..----_ ...... -_ - -- - ...... .. _ .... -.-- .._-- -- --- ...-...."""\~:~-.-- ...-- ... -------......._.
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George Shultz, March 5, 1971,
1-2
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THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
March 5, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR: JOHN EHRLICHMAN
GEORGE SHULTZ
FROM: CLARK MacGREGOR
SUBJECT: Dairy Price Supports
Senator Jack Miller (R-Iowa), the ranking Minority member of the Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, participated in a Roosevelt Room
discussion at 10:00 a.m. this morning on the President's special revenue
sharing proposal for rural development. I sat next to him. The following
three memos passed between us, with Jack Miller initiati~g the action:
I) 1. "Clark: It would be a political mistake to do nothing
(re: the dairy price support question) this year and
then do something in 1972 -- an election year. The
dairy organizations would see through this, and so
would the Democrats, and they would make hay by
calling attention to the Administration playing politics
with the dairy farmer.
2. "Better to do something this year and something in
1972 (though less in 1972 than would be the case if
nothing done in 1971).
3. "Drop in parity price support from 85% to 81% represents
cost-price squeeze which we ought to try to handle at
the very least take action to prevent further drop in the
parity ratio over next 12 months. Jack Miller"
II) "Jack: Do you recommend that the President and Cliff Hardin
announce that on April 1st the support price will be 81% of
parity? Clark"
Retyped from indistinct original
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Memorandum for: John Ehr1ichman and George Shultz
March 5, 1971
III) "Clark: 82% would sound better. Those working for 90%
don't expect it. Many of them fall back to 85% (like they
got last year) -- but they should know that this costs $100
million more to the government. So some of them have
suggested at rock bottom holding prices so that there will
not be further deterioration in parity_ Jack Miller "
cc: Don Rice
Pete Peterson
John Whitaker
[6333]
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THE WHIT~ HOUSE
WASHI~~70N, .
001212 !\{arch 5, 1971
FRO~1:
GEORGi-: SteLTZ
"__CLARK ::-..rClcGRSGORCl'/)
SUBJECT:
: Dairy Price S'.1pports
_ 1 " •• 1 (n T ) ~. r::l..,1.- ; n'" !>,fi..,,.., r itv rr"Ib • l.l-, • .SenCltor J a ex .:.-.;.ll er .:-...-.ow::!., ~:l',:! <._4 •••• ::> ._L_...... 1 me._. er ot L_lC SC!!2.t-e
_ CU1!",m:::~t! 0:1 :\,:!::'C'.:~:.-...!rcarid ?orestry, ?2..l"tic:??-ted. in a Ro o s cv e l t Roc r
d.i . .. 10.1'0 ..... I..t,; ·'_"o-~;ntT on +~,~ ~"'es'd~n'" .. .:_..lSCUS':;:c::, ~1. .~ ~. ~:1. i.••_S _04. "'"-".... ::> ~ •• l! - .. '-.... 5 S?(!C~.. l rev;.:r.u.,~
c:harir_t:" pro:)osd for ;-\.:r201 de,:dop:';"lent. I s at n cxt to him. T~\-Ciollo\Vl'n
.. 0.... •
three memos P2..sseci O(;~'wcen ,-!S, with Jack ?YEller .i:ll:i~ting the a cui on;
1) 1.
It ",':odd bc 2. politicd rn ist ak c to do ~ot~:i.!1"". d
r
(re: tl,c dairy p=:'cc s\.:?!lort q1..!C!s:ion)th i s YCe.!: a n ci
then do somcc;.in;! in 1912 -- an election yec:>.=. ri"he
dairy or:;<ln~.z.:l:iQ:15 wo ul d see t~=ou~h t:"lis, and so
wout o i."'" I Jr"..•....,.·IC'r;->Tc::. ;I.,rl thp",.r '~'n"lr1 T'\'"I~L-o:>.k""p hu.. ' .,
'11- ~ f- '" ("\ ,.. •• ; ,... """'I. -"'" • ~, e .1 c.,~ ; "'"1.'s .,...- '-: 1 - - : 1. '"•ca. in£:: <..~~ .. _ .... _ ..... ;...- -~ .-._ _~;... ..on p ...c.) ...r.g pO_!.1.1CS
with the cl2.iry 12.!-r:1cr.
.... _
z•. "Better to co sO!;J~rhi!"'..'! -:his ye2 r a:1<1 50mcthin': in
1972 (tho'.lgh lc.s s in 19,-2 ~:'!<l:1 would be the Cilse if
not."in6 dQ:le in 1~71). -,,\'-. ,
3. "Dro? in p:u-ity ?!:"icc Stl??Ort fro!n '35~~to B1~"':)rcpre::e:lts
t
_.-... s ,.."r_. - 0,. ""Ii ,,,:o!"; ...~.. ,-' e 0 ~f"!I"........ 40 t ..4 • - "1cos -p ...i~\,; '!,._= ..•.. ,__ct.·, \.::-t_~ ...o r'J 1.0 nc.:.r~<1._t.! -- at
the very least t<ll;c Clc::ion. to pr-c·..e:nt iU=t!1C!" c!.!"Q;:l i~ the -
_.pa.riti rCltto over !1.e:-:t.l2 rriO:ltns. J~ck ~!nfc:-"' ..• --
,
,
II)
~~ Do you recc:nr:1crd tl:at the Prcsidcr'.t and Cliff H<lnt.L:t.
.. \1-' t n'" ~.T) ~ L-l' 1s t t', c .... .anno\~:1.('c ... ,_ ..... _e. - I . ~_uPfJO=" ?rl.ce \\'1.11 Ut.: Sl':~ of
parity? CLlrk';
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III) I'C!~~~~: 82':"'; '.'.\:'·:i.! :r):.::::: :,;~c.:-. Th o s e ';::::>=~~ingfor 9.C~:)
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g 0 t '.,..5 to '\.", _. r ) ; I" '.. -;....,, i':' ~....,0 .... .:".,- - _._.: c:: Cr.5" c: S 1 0 01<. - /1.:.';;':" -- ;.;: .. :-:<.:y = .. 'J."_~ :_. \'. 1. •• .;;. __ • . 1.'_
million :::0 r e :-0 ::: .. ::J,...t;=:-':-:~~::':. S() 50::7_-= :::>ftri crn have
e t ed -.~ -,...,-' I , .:...._.. 1 ::__ ..Su g g 5 ""\,; (..~ - -.J '"' ... • I, ..' G..... .....~ _c... _ .. ":' :J =1.Ce 5
not be fu r th e r c.:.(:l'·:·:or~t:'::l in :}c_:-!=- r,- .
:: z: ::"1e:.t there '.,.,ill
:::..::, ~·Ellc="
• . .
.. I
-'CC: DOll Ri~c
- Pete Petersonv:fohn ·Whita!·:er
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19.6 Bill Gifford memorandum
Bill Gifford memorandum
March 9, 1971
Retyped from indistinct original
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington
March 9, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR
Hyde Murray has recommended that the Administration
maintain the status quo with respect to dairy price
supports. He is supported in this view by other
House Republican staffers who are less informed on
the subject.
They suggest that if the Administration agrees to
the suggestions of the House Democratic leadership
that price supports be increased. there could be
very much increased dairy surpluses during the
election ye~r. This would create a difficult
political issue.
Hyde Murray makes this recommendation with which I
concur:
1. Do not increase price supports.
2. Refer the question of cheese imports to the
Tariff Commission.
3. Announce the purchase of cheese for school
lunch programs.
Following this recommendation would put the Administra-
tion in the best position during the coming election
year.
Bill Gifford
Retyped from indistinct original
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~/r."'!."-!.:.z.~
IIyde ~urray has recc~Jc~~~d that the Administration
maintain the status (!~c ·.::"t:hrc spec c to da i.zy price
supports. He is su.?~ort::;-= Ln this v i ew by other
House Republican s ta f f'cr s ..·:ho arc less inforr.\ec. on
the sub j cc c ,
f•
"The~' 'su.S'9"c;st tha t ii: t.l:e ..:-·~==~li:-1i=:t!'":ltion agrees to
the sugg~stic!1s of the t:::.:sc D~r:;ocratic leadership
that price suppoz t s be i::=r~~s~d t~c!:'c couLd be
very much Lncr ea s ed da i r y su rp l.us e s during the
electio!1 yca r . T~i$ \':01..::':1 cre at e a difficult
political issue.
nvut;! lOlUL-.cc.tV maxes t:Ol.S r?r(")::;"'1~"(:~i".lnn ;'·"1r.n \·Jnl.~n I
concur:
1. Do not Inc rca s e ,;:;;:'iccsupports.
"."
2 •. Refer the ~udsti=~ of cheese irnport~ to the
Tariff commds s Lcn, ..
,
•
~
~,~
~
l
I
l
I
I·!
1
i
I
I
I·I
3. Announce tl'l~ puz chas e
. l~nch p:-ogr~:'ls.
for school
. . .
Fo'llo'\'ling- t.his reco~~'7,cnc.:.tic!"!'- •..cu Ld-pu t: the Ad.rnini~·~ra-
tion in the best positic:: du~i~g the coming election
year. •• '.
. .
.....
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20. On or about March 3, 1971 the Department of Agriculture concluded
that an increase in milk price supports above the then current level of
$4.66 per hundredweight (ewe) (approximately 79% of par:f.ty)was not
economically justified to assure an adequate supply of milk. Between
March 3, 1971 and March 12, 1971 the President, Ehrlichman, Ehrlichman's
assistant for agricultural matters John Whitaker, Counsel to the Presi-
dent for Congressional Relations Clark MacGregor, Office of Management
and Budget Director George Shultz, and other White House, OMB, and
Council of Economic Advisors officials discussed the Department of
Agriculture's decision. On March 10, 1971 Colson sent Ehr1ichman a
memorandum stating that because of the obvious political support they
had discussed, affirmative action should be taken on certain cheese
imports in order to counteract the effect of the parity level announcement.
20.1 Memorandum from Gary Seevers to Messrs. HcCracken
and Houthakker, Harch 3, 1971 (received from White
House).
20.2 Memorandum from Donald Rice to Messrs. Shultz and
Ehrlichroan, ~~rch 4, 1971 with routing memorandum
(received from lyhite House).
20.3 Memorandum from Clark MacGregor to John Ehrlichman
and George Shultz, ~furch 5, 1971 (received from
White House).
20.4 Memorandum from Donald Rice to George Shultz, March
5, 1971 (received from White House).
20.5 l-femorandumfrom "Je,~" [John Hhitaker 1 to "JE" (John
Ehrlichman] March 5, 1971 (received from vfuite House).
20.6 Memorandum from Charles Colson to John Ehr1ichman,
with note to lIell [Colson), March 10, 1971 (received
from ~~ite House).
20.7 Memorandum from George Shultz to the staff secretary,
March 20, 1971 (received from White House).
[6340]
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20.1 Gary Seevers memorandum
Gary Seevers memorandum
to Mr. McCracken and Mr.
Houthakker, March 3, 1971, 1-2
Retyped from indistinct original
Mr. McCracken & Mr. Houthakker 3/3/71
Gary Seevers
Dairy Price Support
This is Dairy Week in Washington!
The prime issue today is the price support level for manufacturing
milk. The Department of Agriculture phoned this morning and said they
were sending materials to CEA-OMB that recommended the same
support level for the marketing year beginning April 1, 1971 as the present
year. They are also recommending a lower support for butt'er, offset
by a higher support for nonfat dry milk, in order to bring relative prices
of the supported dairy products more in line with their market demands~
Agriculture wants to make an announcement later today. Their
reason for not following the 10-day rule is that this particular issue is
so politically-charged that even to circulate papers and allow them to
"ferment" would generate intense political pressure. After participating
in the cheese import issue which is subject to the same political forces, I
agree with Agriculture's strategy.
Should we support Agriculture's Recommendation
The dairy support level has been raised as follows in recent years:
$ per.100 1bs. Percent of Parity*
1965 $3.24 75
1966 4.00 89
1967 4.00 87
1968 4.28 89
1969 4.28 83
1970 4.66 85
·1971 (recommendation) 4.66 80
*Lega1 range: 75-90 percent
There is no economic case for raising the support in 1971. Dairy
production is rising in response to higher prices while consumption is
Retyped from indistinct original
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Gary Seevers memorandum
to Mr. McCracken and Mr.
Houthakker, March 3, 1971, 1-2
Retyped from indistinct original
2
lagging; the Commodity Credit Corporation is purchasing more dairy
products to support prices and the high domestic prices have encouraged
imports to grow despite the restrictive quotas on many types of dairy imports.
While it would be consistent with the Council's position on agricultural
policy to advocate a lower price support, the best that can be hoped for in
this situation is to hold the line. If the support price is raised, it will be
directly reflected in consumer prices for dairy products after April 1.
Courses of Action
1. Refuse to respond on such short notice.
2. Respond directly to Agriculture (probably call Secretary Hardin).
3. Respond to OMB (probably call Shultz who is directly involved
in this issue and give him our position or ask to participate in
the final decision).
I would recommend that we join Agriculture and OMB (I believe they
will agree on $4.66) on this issue. A unified position by the three agencies
could have a chance to offset the politicaL pressure for raising the support
price.
cc: HS
SJ
Retyped from indistinct original
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.____ . ___ 20.1 Gary Seevers memorandum
3/3111 .
..
Dairy Price Support 001071.
' ..... .,.'
/.
t-·· p
•The pr irrie ls sue tOC:ay i~ the price support level for ~anu~-ctu=ing
1
'. . 1 • ., • • ,mUk. 'f ie D~?~rt;,.J.cnt 01 .r.~:-lCU...tur cpncnca tillO mornl:::; :::!.::~·~:lidt."!~~t
were s eudirig :n~:crials to C~ ..-C:.~B that recommended the !:i~~nc '.
GUp"o.:'t revet ios: the oarkc:ing yc~r bcginnin~ April lp. 1!:.~71;:;~~t.~o !?::,e~cc"_
yc~r. They ar c also rcco::1mei:lcii:l~ a l~'~cr ::;uppo::t £01"' buttcr~ ~o!i!J;;:t
by a hir.her support for' :1o!!i~t dry milk • .in or dc r to bd~g rcj;:!;·.'~ p.-icec
of the zuppo!"tcd dairy pr oduct s l~O!"C in Liao with their' I:i:'l~t'k(:t dcmz.n.d::.
• o'..
.. -,Agriculture want s to m2J.:o an announcement late!' to::'~y. :th:i.::- '. -'-
f - ~ '0110"'.""'" t~ ... 10-,'-'·· rnlc 1°f. "'il~'" f'l - ....--.r~;,- .,-"'\.....:. . •re~f}O~ 0 ... nQ.! _.I. > l~i ...... _ --I ..;.... - .........~ - e"'" ....._uJ..<.,;.__ ~!:c.!:: 11;. .-
., 11 h '.~'. t" • l' l l' •50 pol1t1.Cz. .y-c~ argc~ .....!Z'-t eyen .0 ClrCl! ~-:e p~i?~rc 2.!:.U~.!o .... ~=:n to
tI[cnncnt" would L!e:lc.o.t~ intc:1!::e pcli~ic~l p=ecsurc.. l ..f.:e: p~I':nci;:::.:i!'-!"... ..:>
in the chc:c!::c ir:1po::t issue which is Gubjcct [;0 the !=<lmC poli:ic;i~ lorccn.l
anrcc wita i·..gdcuHure'o st:-ateb}'"·. ~
g. -' .. •.. ;-~-.
Sho~ld \'';C supp,=,rt Arrdculture'n Rc;:or:,)=-::!c:1d~Hc!l.
The dairy support level haa been rui::~d as [::::llo'w:li:l. rcc.c~t ::c~e,:
;$ per 10"' Ihs ..
, ...
•
1965
1966
1~67
1968
1969 .
1,)70
1~71 (rccO:":'lmcocl; ..Uo:1)
$3.24
4.00
~.OO
4.28
75
89
87
cc]
-l.ZS
4.66
-1.66
'.
• _"~f'."'[o"'r"",·,.i,~,.,t,", ....r -_ .. : 1-'·"[!.crc 1::. 00 i,;CO:'l0:-:11~ ,-,t",... , .H ... ~, .. :> •• _ o#U?~~ .. I. ..a ...'i7ol. !)=--iry
• t'O'" l'O! "i!J.in" i= rCOl;vn!:i:.! LO bi::-!1c: ~,;-:..cc.~ ,,:,:!'lire c ....~!"·u.........:-I_·l·-...- i ...pro~uc 1. ... _.. .~..,> "'-- r- - ...
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Inb£in~; the Cornrn odi ty Credit Co r po r at ion i~ pu r ch a s iag more d~l4'1
pr oduct o to aupp or t p=iCC3 and t.he hi~h domcct ic pr i.cco have ~:1ccuraccd
ir.::po;' tG to grow de s p i;e ~he r e nt r ict ivc quotaa 041 r.:.1.il:ly ty p e a ~i dairy i::'lporb
, - ·Wh.11eit 'Would be c oris ls tcrrt with the Council's p oc Iti on on~a~ricultura1
policy to advocate a lo\:;~L"price cupp or t, the bcs c tl::<:l.~ cau bt..--:hop<.!u fo:: it\
this &itu.;::tion. b to hold the Linc , II the cuppor t price is raised, it will b o
4directly reilc,ctc=i in cousume.c prices for dairy pr oduct s :l.1:.cr-t-pril 1.
j " •• :-::t.
Cour::;C$ of Action
- . _- --'
1. RciuDe to r enpoad on such z:;hort notice •. . .."
....
z. Respond dir~c~.ly to Agriculture {probably call SecrctalV" Har d in},
3. R.espond to OMB (pr obab ly call Shultz who is dircctlyL-ivolvcd
in this iasuc and eive·,hL-n our pos it ion or ~l~ to partiSlpc1tc in
the final declo Ion}, .. --.:;.~ ~-..... ':;'
••
- I would reco~mcnd that we joln Agriculture and O:-'!.B(I bi}iovC tbey
will a~rcc OOl. $'1;;(6) en thin in cue, /\ unified pos it.ion by the tnrt;!!cn6cncie~
could have a chance to oilsct the politic~l pr es sur c for rain illS the nuppoz-t,
prIce. ..~ .,
-._ \- ";- '
; '- ....' ,.. .:.
\,~ -- \. .- -- .-:-
,~.. t--cc: HS ..l
~ SJ Pill -_ \I
_- .-_ -..
, -• ,- #_.. - ...--
, .
..
'.
•
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20.2 Donald Rice memorandum
, "
Jew: .-. .:"...~
Ehrlich snan thinks something should'
• be done about this toda.y. Tod wants,
". .,
-, to know if you are, or want to be,
".~-, invol ved in it.. He would like your
• •• J'
/' ... ' "..,
j
..". I tl.vr~_'/ 0 ..-1 ./)'1'
sa ,.II;.) tjl.l/J, /n.> (1// /
, "t ~Lt},,!i-°' U r.,"\' i' - j
~ C - \,-+.1, ,.,t,;.,.v .i! '0'_.1.'w" :-:/..hi 4' \.J { v ..-, 9,-t .- , r... .. _, .\~ ,.-
-,- ..,-,.~,.-----,_---
advice.
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." . .. ( ,. ( "'-./XCCUTIVE OFFiCe or- THE pr~._·:IDeNT
OFFICE OF M/,;-;ACi:MGrr M!O cuuccr
WASIIINGTON. D.C. ZO:;Ul
.... ;.
-- .----. Narch 4, 1971
MEHORlLf\DtJ:·i FO!l HR. SI!trLTZ
HR. EHRLICE.L·!J-~N·
SUBJECT: Decisions on DairJ Problern3
Dairy interests are pressuring the Ad;ninistration for
action on three rel<lted issues. To a certain extent, ·....:e
have been treating these questions separately. They snould
be decided as a package.
The three issues are: •
-;- do we restrict imports of cheeses above 47 ¢
per pound (price-brea~ cheese);
·il
U
!I
11
;1
1
. . --1
001201
do we raise the price support level for milk
from $4.66 to $5.05 per hun~redf,·,eight;
--. do we have Agriculture purchase large
quantities of cheese for the school lunch
and cOITmodity distribution programs.
These three issues are related because an increase in the
--·..·~support price wou Ld mean higher prices and larger pro-
duction ..-ihichcould only 'be sustained thro:.lghLncz'ea sed
Government purchases and import controls on foreign
supply. Alternatively, we could think about the inter-
relationships in reverse sequence. Controlling ir.1po=ts
(supply) and increasing purchases (de~and) will increase
market prices which in turn would aLl.ow dairy interests
to argue th~t support prices could be increased ~"it'hout
increasing budget costs. T~us, raising the nilk price
support level aggravntes the cheese import problem. Inceed,
-checsc import p:-oblens h.J.vealrc:tdy been CX<:1ccr::.:l.tcdbv
last year's price support increasc; Even so, imports ~f
dairy products rel:'.2'::~m,j-.;'lVI<"'I""\." c:m::lll proportion of d.J.iry
business in the u.S. t:cr.tI);_-:"":t.:. l_,oJ !I,lr.y other sectors of
1j JU~
I
i
•
' ..
our cconc:-:'.j'.
-I
I
!
i ., .. ._ ._, - --. -~--.--.-
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If we acccde to the dai ry interests on these three
---. th I~ ould be h i r:..n"' b",..l,.yC;"" r'. 1----l.SSUCS, e res'_]...' 1 '_ - -:;!' - ~.-:.: l. co , ~ncrc~sc~..
,p~""a"(l\.!ctionarid surpLuscc of mil}: produc ts (sec tab Lc ) , .!:c::-:~.
YC.:lrat this ti;:\cth·:; Presid::!nt'.1otildcurcLy be fCJ.c-2c':fit.:: c.
choice bct·;!·:!cnvon l.J.:::-scr surpluses or a decrease in tn~
support pricc I an un1-:CJ.??Ychoice in an election ye2.r, In
£ddition, suc~ a co~iliin~tionof actions wo~ld ~ost likely
lead to retaliation ~g.J.instu.s. agricultur~l ey-ports.
This could bring Lcwer farm income and larger surpLus es
in non-dai~J co~~odities a.sWell.
• FY71 FY72$4.66 $4.66 $5.0:
spt. price spt. p:r.:ice;.sot. Dr
6.7 6.5 ;,.8
$380 ," $390 $500.J
CCC purchases
(pil. 1bs.)
Budget costs
(mil $)
001200
. ,_
I
~I
I
• I
Budqet ProDoscd Budqet Pro'Ocsed
Cost of cheese
purchases
$10 $39
...
,'
~ Dairy farm income is now at an all-time .11igh of $6.5
billion and is projected to rise to $6.6 billion next year
··:·withno change in the milk price suppo r+ level. Last year's
price support incrca!3C HaS the largest ever (budget cost of
$100 million per year). Further increases this year wou Ld
not only lea.d to surpluses and an unh~?py political choice
next year I but wou Ld be LnfLatior.ary arid probab Ly not even
be in t11e da i rymen I s best interest whe n the need to devo 10'0
export and domestic markets is taken into account. Dairy-
interests are by no means of one mind on these issues.
Some believe a price increase now would greatly depress
demand for produc ts fer wh ich substit\.~t:esexist. For
example, I undcrst~nd Rep. Quic (a d~iry farmer himSelf)
strongly oPPOSC5 an increase in the price support level at
this tir.1C. \
[6349]
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-____ The proI'loscd chce sc pU7'chilscs wou Ld lr.crcasehu(!3'~!::
c6sts by $10 l7!illio:1 in !:"Y 71 and $39 million in FY 72 ($:':2
t.ab I c). ;\<] r icu 1. l:ur c (b,~1.i.cv inc; t.he \Tr.i t.c IrQ use ',.;c.:r.t~d it)
has already n~~o~nc~d th~t $G million (un~lldgetcd) ~c=th of
cheese wouLd DC dis t!..-ibi.!::'cdin P'! 71. This w i.Ll, be tl~c
first distribuc.io:1 of c'hocnc for the schoo L lun'ch.;prc-::r~~
in 16 months. All cheese pur-ches cd through t.he price sUO;)O=~
progr~m 112.Sbeen distributed to needy f~r.1ilies. The stat~s
1 ~ Larc ....it i .: h f ~have purc. Clsea i1:::-gequan 1...1.. .acs 0 ... c ee so or senool 1uncb es ~
The amount propos.ed for fcdc r aL purchase in P-:{ 72 (ur'.budset:.ed.)
;is about double what; tbe states have been buying.
secretary Hardin stro~gly urges holding the line on the
price s~pport level. He warrt.s to announce this position as
soon as possible but. warrts Presidenti~l approval first. He
alsO pronoSeS simultaneously a~~ouncing the purchase of
chees~'f~r the school lunch program and an 'intent to purchase
I.substantial quantities" in the f~ture •. He clearly feels
under pressu!:'"C, pu.rtly from the· \'inite House , to inc:!"t::::c t::a
quoted l?nguage.
h b ~ .. tl .. bPete Peterson a~ cen ~"orrang on re pr:!.ce- reak cbeese
--problem. He ~~y support the recorr~cndation of the Task Force
on Agricul tur2.1 Trade that the President direct the Tarifi
commission to investigu.te this problem. I understand he has
sorr.e \vrinkles to his p r cpo saL ,,·,ith whi.ch I am not fully
_.. fam11iar. Perhaps these features wouLd reduce the likelihood
·....t hat the Tariff Co~unission r-ccormendatn cns will force the
President into ~rotectionist actions. \
I, recom.'1lcndthat t'le package up the follo'wing for
announcement as soon as possible: _._'."
1. bolding the line on the price support level,
00120:)
....
2•. purchClsing mocerClte quantities of che~sc
for this year's school lunch program ::mt
with no co~~itment to large future purch~ses,
,3. directing the Tc:n"iff '.CcIT.::lissio!1to stucly the
pri"'C!!":b7:"';:-<:;:--:~-:,~ :!:: ,:: ~nport problem.'. ,
.... ._ .. _ - - _._._._--_._. '--
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PalIT'by belic::vc;s s ;;ro:lCjly thZlt it wouLd s a t i.s ='l \.:.iLbur ::i2.1s.
John hili t~}:cr c oricuz s •
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If at aLL possible tl1c ,:mnouncc::-:e:nt s'ho u.Ld be rnado late
.in tbe c1ay Frid<:1y.or first thing Hond2.Y to ~inirnizc Cl~V
appcarance of m~ni?ulZltion of cor.~odity mClrkcts (the Green
Bay cheese r.~arket is. open Friday only) •
•
.- .
..' .
.... Donald B. RiceAssistant Director
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~. ZU.J Clark MacGregor memorandum
" THE \\'IILTE HOUSE
WAS" I II C. T (.0 II
March 5, 1971
GEORG!: SIFJLTZ
FROM: ·,00121'7
SUBJECT: Discussion on Dairy Problcms
I have before me Don Rice's four-page memo to M:essrs. Shultz and
Ehrlichma:-t dated i\;farch 4th. At the b ott orn of Page 2 Don Rice states
that Rcp!""csent(>..tive 1\1 Quie (R-Minn) "strongl)" opposes an increase
in the p r ic e support level -?-tthis time. II This is not correct. On the
basis of ~everal personal c onve r s at ion s , the l at e s t being late yesterday_
what is correct is that A], Quie does not feel th a t it is necessary or
advisable not to announce support levels at 85% of -p a r it y, At Quie
would be seriously ernb a r r a s s e d in his dis t r ic t were it to become known
that he s t r ongly opposes the 850/0pos ition taken by Speaker A!bed and
Congressmen Mills and Byrnes. What Al said to me was, liThe Land
O'Lakes position is a sound one, but I arn not saying that for pUblication •
t
. _On Page 4 of the Rice memo it is stated, "Clarence Palmby believes
strongly that it [the Rice-recomm.ended package) would s a ti s fy Wilbur
Mills." This is not cor r e c t , Wi lbu r Mi l l s has urged rne rn or e than a
half a dozen times in the last three weeks to u::-ge the P'r e s idez t to
announce the. 85% of parity price support level; the latest Mi l l s appeal to
·.~·:mewas by phone late in the afternoon of March 4th.·\ ..
, cc:
'.
Don'Rice
Pete Peterson
John Whitaker
.~.__
.
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20.4 Donald Rice memorandum
Donald Rice memorandum
to Mr. Shultz, March 5, 1971
1-3, attachment
Retyped from indistinct original
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
March 5, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. SHULTZ
SUBJECT: Further Information on Dairy Problems
As you requested, the enclosed table displays price
"support levels, parity rates, ·budget costs and CCC purchases.
The table also shows the rising trend of dairy farm income.
Even if the President decides to delay action at this
time on cheese imports so that this question can be handled
as part of a broader policy on international trade, I
recommend no increase in the milk price'support level this
year. Increased purchases of cheese should be enough to
give the dairymen this year. My reasons are detailed below.
__ As the enclosed table indicates, dairy farm
income is at an all-time high and rising. Income is
not directly related to the parity rate. Parity
dropped from 89% in 1968 to 83% in 1969 while income
rose as shown in the table. Last year's increase to
85% parity brought about an even greater spurt in
gross income. Net income figures for 1970 are not
available but will certainly sho~ a substantial increase.
__ Another increase this year on top of last
year's large increase would be contrary to the
Administration's policy of greater reliance on ex-
panding markets to provide the basic underpinning to
farm income. Consumption per capita has been declining.
Another increase this year would accelerate that trend.
__ According to Hyde Murray, there are responsible
voices in the dairy business who do not want an increase
this year; for example, the Badger Co-op in Wisconsin
and Land 0' Lakes Co-op in Minnesota, two large
independents, oppose an increase. So does the Farm
Bureau. Wisconsin and Minnesota are, of course, areas
that would be most directly affected.
Retyped from indistinct original
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Donald Rice memorandum
to Mr. Shultz, March 5, 1971
.1-3 , attachment
.,
Retyped from indistinct original
2
__ Production response to higher dairy prices
takes time. The full effects of last year's increase
have not yet been seen. Therefore, there is some
likelihood that any price increase this year will face
the President with a choice next year of, at best,
being forced to hold the line or, at worst, having to
reduce the price support level.
__ The heavy pressure for an increase is coming
from the Associated Milk Producers, Inc. This is a
near-cartel formed by merging about 60 smaller co-ops
into 8 larger ones. This organization is trying to
control supply and administer prices, particularly of
fluid milk for home consumption. They restrict supply
by operating their own processing plants which can
convert fluid milk to butter, non-fat dry milk or
cheese (for sale to the CCC if necessary) thus propping
up the price of fluid milk. A price support increase
would reward AMPI activities. I understand that the
FTC and Justice are taking a hard look at this situation.
__ A small increase in the price support level
would not mollify the AMPI. It would be seen as tokenism.
We have to make up our mind whether we want to rely on
markets for more farm income or else make a big enough
increase in price supports to have a real affect on
income.
__ Any increase in the price support level will
increase consumer prices for dairy products, attract
imports and exacerbate the price-break cheese problem.
__ Parity is driven by the prices farmers pay,
without an offset for productivity. After last year's
big price support increase, it's time to share some of
the fruits of productivity gains with consumers.
~_ A price support increase would cause higher
budget costs and greater surpluses as shown in the
enclosed table.
:-- ...
Retyped from indistinct original
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Donald Rice Memorandum
to Mr. Shultz, March 5, 1971,
1 - 3, attachment
Retyped from indistinct original
3
If at all possible, the decision should be made in time
.to be announced first thing Monday so as to resolve the
matter before the AMP I campaign builds any bigger head of
steam than it already has. ~..
Signed
Donald B. Rice
Assistant Director
P.S. For your information, the price of cheese has risen
4-5/ a pound (8-10%) in the last three weeks in response
to the speculation and announcements about larger Government
cheese purchases.
cc: Mr. Ehr1ichman
Mr. Peterson
Mr. MacGregor
Mr. Whitaker
Retyped from indistinct original
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Donald Rice memorandum
to Mr. Shultz, March 5, 1971,
1 - 3, attachment
Retyped from indistinct original
SCHEDULE OF PRICE SUPPORT LEVELS AND COSTS
Price
Support
Level
% of
Parity
Budget
Cost
CCC
Purchases
$4.52 per cm
$4.66
$4.75
$4.85
$4.92
$5.05
$5.21
78.0%
80.5
82.0
83.8
85.0
87.2
90.0
$280 mil
$386
.$415
$430
$445
$500
$595
4.6 bil. 1bs.
6.5
6.8
7.0
7.2
7.8
9.4
DAIRY INCOME
Net Income
Gross Per Dairy
Income Farm
1968 $6.0 bi! $15,700
1969 $6.2 $17,400
1970 $6.5 N/A
1971 $6.6 * N/A
* projected at $4.66 price support level
Retyped from indistinct original
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20.4 Donald Rice memorandum
Barch 5, 1971
or 1:2DO
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As you requested, the enclosed t~ble displays price
"suppo:ct levels, pCJ.rityrutes, budget costs and~CC purchases.
The table also snows the rising trend of dairy farm inco~e_
.> Even if the President decides to delay acti6~ at this
time on cheese Lmports so that this que sti.on can -be handled·
as part of a broader policy on Lnt erriat.Lona L trade, 2
reco!l",11cndno in£~.9_S:~in the milk price suppo rt; level this..,__._--_-.------ .. ::"'-----.c-.-..---.-':;'--:--~ ----year. Incrcasec pu~cnases o~ cneesc snOULa De enough to
9fv~tI1Cdai.rymcnthis year •. Hy reasons are detailed below.
-- As tbe enclosed t21ble i~dicates, d~ry farm
incom~ is at an'all-tiI:~chigh and rising. ~Inco.-:1.eis
not directly related to t.he pa ri t.y rate. P.~ritv
dropped f rorn89% in 1968 to 83% in 1969 vlh~ie i;corr.e"
rose as she-..m in the table. Last year's in6reClse. to
85% parity b rouch t; about; an even gr~2.ter spurt in
gross income. Net incc~c figur~s for 1970 are ~ot~
available but wi Ll, certainly show a substantial in~~eas(
- .
__ Another increase this year on top of la~t
year's large increase wou ld be .c;ontraryto the .
Administratio:1'$ policy of greater reliance on ex-
panding markets to provide the basic underp;inning to
farm income. consu~ption per c~pi~a has been declining
Another increase th~s year would accelerate that trend.
. ...
__ According to Hyde Nltrr~~·-I there are r "bl. espons!. _e
voices in the dairy business 'V:~c do not want an ~nc-""":)... -1.;_St
h· V" "0'" c"\":">T'"' ....le the n::...;- "'''- C . .t 1.5yea ...; ... - .. c.... ~... , .' • ~~':: \.: - o-op::..nH1.5COnsLn
and Lund o' Lukcs Co-op 1.nM1.n~esota, two large
indc2cndcnts, O~?OSC ~1 1.ncreaSQ. So does the Far~
n\.~r\.':~:..~. :,::.: ~:-.:'!'~~:·~!1 c.!~(~ :·:i.: ..:.....(;~,='~.:: :;':'26 of ,....""'.~~.r--..
.......'- '-- "t...: , :t !.-~2. ~
th.:1t wou Ld bo n!ost di!.-cctlyaffected.
'.
,.
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,...-Production r~::;ponseto-hisher duiry p!:"ices
tukes time. The full cffects of la::;t y~ar's incr~ase
have not yct b~cn sc~~. The=cforc, Ulcrc is so~~
likelihood th2t any pr icc .i.ncr casc Uli!; year. Hill face
the Prcsic.lc:-ll:.'_'iitil a choice: ncx t; yoar of, at Lcs t; ,
being forced to hold th-2 line or, at vro r s t; , ha'.lingto
reduce the price sup~ort level.
-- The 'heavy prc ssur c "for an increase 7:i.s coming
1 ~ . t 1 •• ' l' f' 1 I ,,",'"from t 1C .:.::>so~_::~.-r~_~.::.=... ;-(·_!:".9~_.~S·2..r.s-L-_D_~_, .rri.i s as a
near-cartel fo rmcd by rr:erging about 60 smaller co-oos
Lnt.o 8 larger ODes. This orq ani zat ion is t;.rying to-
cont ro l sup~ly arid acl.-:'linister prices, particulurly of
fluid milk for ho~e cons~~ption~ -They restrict $upply
by' operating their own processing pLan ts '·Jh-~11C2.n
convert fluid milk to butter, non-fat dry milk or
cheese (for sale to the ccc if ncccssa~J) thus proonin~
. . -. J
up the price of fluid milk. A price suppor~ inc~ease
would r eward ]I..!·lPI activities •. I understand that the
FTCand Justice" are taking a hard look at th;ts situ~.tio!"'~
". . ~ ,
. A ~mall increase in the price support level
would not, mollify the AHPI. It wouLd be seen as tokenis
Wehave to make' up our mind ,·,hether ""Ie want- .to rely on
markets for more f'arrn Lncorne or else make a -big enough
increas'e in pz-ace supports to have a real affect on...
income. (~_..
... : .
--' Any increase in the price support Leve L ",..,il),
increase cons~~er prices for dairy product~, attract
imports and exacerbate the price-break chc~se problem.
,-
Parity'is driven by the prices farme=s pay,
wJ.thout an offset for produc t Lvi.cy , After 'last year's
big price support increase, it's time to share some of
the fruits of producti vi ty gains \vith consumer-s,
--' A price support increase -.-;oule cause 'hig'h~r
budgct cost s and qr cater surpluses as shown a.n the
enclosed tC1.ble.
[6360]
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If at all possible, the decisio~ should be made in time
to be announced f .ir c t thing !·!ond<:lY~o 2S to resolve the
matter Dcfo!:'c the 11:i.21 carnpai.qn builds any bigg~r n2ud of
steam Ulan it already hus.
Donald B. Rice
Assistant Director
~
P. S. For your information, the pr.i ce of cheese~.has risen
4-5 ¢ a pound (8-105~) in the last three week s in' ,response
to the 'speculation and announcements about larg~r.Government. :
cheese purchases. .. ..•.
cc: Mr. Ehrlichma~ ./
Mr. Peterson
Mr. NacG~~gor
.f.1r. Hhitaker
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SCHEDULE O? PRICE SUP~ORT LEVELS A~D CO:~S
,-
Price
sup?ort ~-of Euc1act, J
Level Pv.ri t':' ":' ,Cost.,___
$4.5? per C~':T72.0; $22,0~':"l,',
.$4.66 80.5 '$3,36
$4.7,5 82.0 $~lS
$4.85 83.3 $430
$4.92 85.0 $445
• $5:05 87.2
$500
$5.21 90.0 $595," , -
" ,
ccc
Purc:-las,:.:s
4.6 bile
',6.-5 '
6.8
_'__ 7.0
7.2
7 ..8
9;4
...
J.,c,s.
,. , ,_, ,. ", . ._,
~.. . . ---..... : .
•
-,
. ,'_
0-,
.' .
, 0012,03.
..... - .r ..
.;... .~.~~...: . DAIRY INCml.E
"
Net I:1co~
Per Dairi
Farm ',~~
' ...'.
:
Gross... Inco!'tl3-_ "
0
\
$15',700
,
,196,8 $6.0 hi1 \
, ;,,
\
1969 $tl.2 \. $17/400~ •$6.5 " , N/A1970
1971 $6.6 * N/A .~. •,, .. . .-. '. ~\-.._ ....'..,./ * projected at $~.66 price sU9Port l~vcl
•
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I• , t ,.
THE. WHlT£ HOUSE
I._.
WASII,f.;GTO~
•
Recommcnddion -- stick with Rice's
re:cornmcl!ci2.tion. We could raise the price
and prices £2.11from oversupply thc n we would
have to cut price suppo r t in '72 and be in real
trouble. Lctls stick where we are ana see
what happens to the parity % for this year.
I've: given Hyde !vlt!!:"ray Scnator Mi Il c r
position -- he docsn It buy it either and agrees with
Rice's re cOlnn'lendation •
.'
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WASHtNGTON 20.6 Charles Colson memorandum
EYES O>~LY March 10. 1<)71
.' "},lAEMORP.;' D'J ;.1 FOR JOII!'J EE.!: ..LICIE\.1.AN . . r/.
. CHP.RLES 'ItT. COLSOx\;1-
",'_.,
,
FROM:
My reasons for bclicvinrt that we should take aff ir rn a t ivc act ion on
cheese imports at the s.:llne time parity levels are armo un ccd a r c as
£0110\v5 :
L The obvious political support we dis cus sed.
2. There is dcep and grO\::ing disenchantm·ent in the farm belt. The
dairy segment has been one that has been with us. A negative pa r ity
decision and negative imports decision will have severe repercussions .
• 3. The Ieadc r s of the dairy industry can "sell" to the farmers no inc r ca s r
in parity if the>' can say that the importation of milk s ubs ti tutc s , like
cheese, will be controlled.
'.4. Merely saying that it is going to the Tariff Cornrn is s ion will be r c co c-.
.nized as a stall giving our people E2.. handle to usc with the r~rmers.::;-..
5. On the rnc r it s this is not the typical trade problem. Hi s tc r ica.I'ly, in
the statutes and goverrunent actions, the government has alw ay s tried
to bar irnports of products that arc subject to agricultural price Su?PO~
inasmuch as free irnpo r t at io n would result in the U. S. merely St!.D:)Or t-
in'" the world market; hence, this would not be a trade action but ":~'-i,'b - ..cl. .....c
anaetion to preserve the integrity of the pri.ce support program .•
There was sorn c reason for the dairy industry to believe last Dcc crrib e j-
that Hardin would a sk for an emergency pr-oc l arn at ion on da ir v irn no r ts• t •
If we do not take dcc is lvc act ion and keep pr c s cu t pa r it yLcvc l s , we arc
going to c~ltch a lot of poliLic~l hell. Lat c r action on Lhc im po r t s , which
.will have tocol11c, pr obabl y wi.ll not then be enough to unclo the dal"1~ge tc
our politic:tl 110sture; we w iIl be und cr rno r e p r c s s u r e than eve- '0 l"l~""~ '" ......... C-'
parity l~ter; hence, a blocbll~ action i19W conld he :t lot less p:ti.nf~\l t:l.:l:~~·
tryi11g to repair the damage later. This is one on ,',:hich we ~hOlllc1 L~Lk<.:~:
long view.
•
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--- 20.7 George Shultz memorandum
George P. Shultz memorandum, March 20, 1971
Retyped from indistinct original.
March 20, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR THE STAFF SECRETARY
Subject: Report on the President's Meeting with
Secretary Connally, Dr. Burns, Mr. Shultz
and Dr. McCracken on March 5 at 11:00 a.m.
The following items were discussed: ~"
1) Paul McCracken reported on the economy and noted that the
employment picture was mixed despite the decline in February in "
unemployment. The President insisted on the importance of not
expressing a lack of confidence. Arthur Burns took issue with
the President on the grounds that too much confidence talk would
present a lack of credibility. The Pres~dent responded that the
situation was parallel to the war and the drive of the press to
see to it that we do not succeed and argued that confidence
would help the economy up, particularly since we are doing the
right thing and believe that the substance of the situation is
good.
2) Arthur Burns expressed his objections to public criticism by
Administration officials of the Federal Reserve. The President
pointed out that the Fed criticizes the Administration on every
side and that we can't have a one-way street. He also reminded
Dr. Burns of developments in 1967 when Burns and the President
were both trying to get the Federal Reserve to loosen up on money
because of the very soft economic ~ituation, and Burns' dis-
satisfaction at that time with the way the Federal Reserve was
behaving.
3) John Connally made the point ~o Burns that there was a need
to drive interest rates down further especially insofar as indi-
viduals and small firms are concerned. Burns pointed out that
the corporate rate has lately gone up about a percentage point
as a result of the fact that lower interest rates were attracting
a large volume of corporate offerings. He agreed with Connally
that interest rates would probably go lower and that it would be
important to say so. He said that he would say so in his testi-
mony next week.
Retyped from indistinct original.
[6371]
George P. Shultz memorandum, March 20, 1971 (p. 2)
Retyped from indistinct original.
4) Connally brought up the problem of the DuPont brokerage
firm. All agreed that a strong effort should be made to keep
the firm from going bankrupt. Burns remarked that much reform
was needed but that this was not the time for it since a failure
of a firm of this size would weaken confidence in the economy.
5) The President noted the importance of having a Domestic
Council committee on the subject of antitrust laws and emphasized
his view of the importance of allowing companies to merge or be
acquired if that was a way of saving them.
D
)There was also a discussion of dairy prices and the strong
pressure to raise dairy prices coming from the dairy lobby.
Burns argued strongly for doing everything possible to keep the
prices from rising insofar as the consumer is concerned.
7) With regard to the Lockheed problem, Connally ~oted that the
British proposal recently made to Lockheed was not acceptable
but that negotiations between Lockheed and the British were con-
tinuing. Connally was maintaining a flow of information but not
taking any government position in the situation. He also noted
the possibility of a McDonnell Douglas takeover of Lockheed,
giving his opinion that this would help salvage the situation
that occurred.
8) The President spoke about the need to pay more attention to
the problems of the airlines. He noted that many in the Adminis-
tration are working on it but all have many other things to do
and raised the possibility of an outsider with high prestige
being brought in to spend fulltime for a few months helping get
the situation straightened out. He mentioned the names of
Tom Dewey, Bert Gross, Bob Tyson, Penlo Smith, Walter Thayer,
and Fred Donner. Shultz was given the assignment of developing
some recommendations on what to do and how to do it.
"Signed and Mailed"
George P. Shultz
Retyped from indistinct original.
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21. On March 12, 1971 Secretary of Agriculture Hardin, finding that
the price support level of $4.66 per cwt. would assure an adequate
supply and otherwise fully meet the applicable statutory criteria, set
the milk price support level for the marketing year April 1, 1971 -
March 31, 1972 at $4.66 (approximately 79% of parity). In the same
press release announcing the price support decision, the Department of
Agriculture noted that the President had ordered the Tariff Commission
to conduct an immediate investigation on restricting cheese imports
and it announced purchase of cheese for the USDA food program. Accord-
ing to a memorandum by Whitaker, the President approved this announce-
ment on March 12, 1971 on the recommendation of Hardin, Shultz,
Ehr1ichman and Special Assistant to the President for International
Economic Affairs Peter Peterson.
21.1 Agriculture Act of 1949, 7 USC §§ 1446, 1426.
21.2 United States Department of Agriculture press
release, March 12, 1971 (received from ~olhiteHouse).
21. 3 Memorandum from John Whitaker to the President,
March 22, 1971 (received from '~'hiteHouse).
21.4 President Nixon remarks, November 17, 1973,
9 Presidential Documents 1355.
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21.1 Agriculture Act of 1949
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Page 988§ 14·16 TITLE 7.-AGRICULTURE
shall be effective only with respect to the 1066 througb
1970 crops.
able on such crop only to producers who comply with
the provisions of such prog-ram. (Oct. 31, 1949, ch.
792, title I, § 107, as added Sept. 27, 1962, Pub. L. 87-
703, title III, § 325(1). 76 Stat. 630, and amended
Apr. 11, 1964, Pub. L. 88-297, title II, § 203, 78 stat.
182; Nov. 3, 1965, Pub. L. 89-321, title V, § 506, 79
Stat. 1203; Oct. 11, 1968, Pub. L. 90-559, § 1 (1), 82
Stat. 996; Nov. 30, 1970, Pub. L. 91-524, title IV,
§ 401, 84 Stat. 1362'>
AMENOMENTS
1970-Pub. L. 91-524 provided for loans on wheat at
such levels not In excess of the parity price as the Secre-
'tary determines appropriate, taking into consideration
competitive world prices of wheat. the feeding value of
wheat in relatton to feed grains. and the level at which
price support is made avatlnble for feed grains, provided
that, If a set-aside program Is In effect. program benefits
would be made available only to producers who comply
with such set-aside program, and placed a fioor on the
loan of $1.25 per bushel.
1968-Subd. (2). Pub. L. 90-559 provided for a one year
extension through 1970.
196f>--Pub. L. 89':'321 raised :the,wheat support level to
100 per centum of parity or as near to 100 per centum as
the Secretary determines to be practicable, placed a fioor
of 100 per centum of parity for wheat accompanied by
marketing certift.catesand $1.25 for wheat not so accom-
panied under the 1966 crop, guaranteed to cooperators for
1967 through 1969 crops a total average rate of return per
bushel of not less than the total average rate of return per
bushel made available to cooperators through loans and
domestic marketing certificates tor the 1966 crop where
~he diversion factor Is not less than 10 per centum, and
eliminated reference to claSSification as cooperators of
producers who do not knowingly exceed the farm acreage
allotment for wheat In cases where marketing quotas are
not In effect.
1964--Subd. (1). Pub. L. 88-::97 substituted "domestic
certificates" for "marketing certificates."
SUbd. (2). Pub. L. 88-297 added subd. (2). Former
subd, (2) redesignated (3).
SUbd. (3). Pub. L. 88-297 redesignated formed subd,
(2) as (3), deleted Introductory clause "If marketing
quotas are In effect for wheat", and Inserted "not In
excess of 90 per centum of tll~ parity price therefor."
Former subd (3) redeSignated (4).
Subd. (3). Pub. L. 88-297 redeSignated former subd.
(3) as (4). Former subd (4) reaesi[;.lated (5).
Subd. (5). Pub. L. 88-297 redesignated former subd.
(4) as (5) and added the Introductory phrase "Effect~ve
with respect to crops planted for harvest in the calendar
year 1966 and any subsequent year,". Former subd. (5)
redesignated (6).
Subd. (6). Pub. L. 88-297 redesignated former subd.
(5) as (6), deleted Introductory clause "If marketing
quotas are In effect for the crop of wheat". deleted from
clause (I) (A) "or any other commodity" following
"wheat", s~bstltuted In clause (I) (B) "the farm acreage
allotment for wheat on any other farm on which the
producer shares In the production of wheat" for "the farm
acreage allotment on any other farm for any commodity
In which he has an Interest as a producer". Inserted the
phrase "Effective with respect to crops planted for harvest
In the calendar year 1966 and any subsequent year." pre-
ceding "It markettng quotas", and added provision tor
deemlng a producer as not having exceeded a farm acreage
allotment for wheat If the production on the acreage In
excess of the farm acreage allotment Is stored pursuant to
seenon 1379c(b) of this title, but making the producer
lnellgible to receive price support on the wheat so stored.
EFFEcrr."E ANDTER!'>UNATlONDATESOF 1970 AMENDMENT
Sectlon 401 of Pub. L. 91-524 provided III part that the
amendment by Pub. L. 91-5~-1 Is effective only with
respect to the 1971. 1972, and 1973 crops of wheat.
EFFECTIVEAND TER~IlNATIONDATEOF1965AMEND~ENT
Section 506 of Pub. L. 89-321, as amended by Pub. L
90-559, ~ 1( 1), Oct. 11.1968,82 Stat. 996. provided In part
that the amendment of this section by Pub. L. 89-321
SUBCHAPTER IU.-NONBASIC AGRICULTURAL
COMMODITIES
§ 1.1<16.Price support levels for designated nonhasic:
agricultural commodities.
The Secretary is authorized and directed to make 1
available (without regard to the provisions at sec-
tions 1447 to 1449 of this title) price support to pro-
ducers for tung nuts, honey. and milk as fOllOW~'S:
(a) Repealed. Aug. 28, 1954, ch. 1041, title VII
§ 709, 68 Stat. 912. . '
(b) The price of tung nuts and honey. respee,
tively, shall be supported through loans. purchases.
or other operations at a level not in excess of 90
per centum nor less than 60 per centum or the
parity price therefor: Provided. That in any crop
year in which the Secretary determines that the
domestic production of tung oil will be less than the
antlclpated domestic demand for such oil, the price
of tung nuts shall be supported at not less than
65 per centum of the parity. price therefor'
(c) The price of milk shall be supported at such]
level not in excess of 90 per centum nor less than 75'
per centum of the parity price therefor as the Secre-
tary determines necessary in order to assure an
adequate supply. Such price support shall be pro-
vided. through purchases of milk and the products J
of milk. (Oct. 31, 1949, ch. 792, title n. § 201.
63 Stat. 1052; Aug. 28, 1954, eh. 1041, title IT
§ § 203 (a}, 204 (b); title VII, § 709, 68 Stat. 899:
912; Apr. 2, 1956, ch. 159, § I, 70 Stat. 87; July 20.
1956, ch. 661, 70 Stat. 596; Aug. 28, 1958. Pub. L.
85-835, title V, § 503, 72 Stat. 996; Sept. 16, 1960,
Pub. L. 86-799, 74 Stat. 1054; Nov. 3D, 1970, Pub. L.
91-524, title II, § 202,84 Stat. 1361.>
AMENDMENTS
1970-Pub. L. 91-524 substituted "and milk" for "milk.
butterfat, and products of milk and buttertat" In the
provisions preceding subsec. (a) and. in subsec, (c), struck
out provisions for butterfat price supports.
1960-S~bsec. (c). Pub. L. 86-799 Inserted the sentence
"NotWithstanding the foregoing provisions, for the period
beginning with September 16, 1930, and ending March 31.
1961, the price of milk for manufacturing purposes and
the price of butterfat shall be supported at not less than
$3.22 per hundredweight and 59.6 cents per pound.
respectlvely."
1958-Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 85-835 required the mint-
mum support level of tung 011 to be 65 per centum of
parity whenever domestiC production Is less than antrcr-
pated domestiC demand.' .
1956-Subsec. (c). Act July 20, 1956, which eliminated
from the last sentence the words "as are" preceding
"devoted," and substituted "children" for "underpri'll-
leged chlldren on a public welfare or charitable basts",
Act Apr. 2, 1956 Increased the amount authorized for
fiscal year 1956 from $50.000.000 to. $60.000,000. to author-
ize $75.000.000 for each of the fiscal years 1957 and 1958.
and permitted certain Institutions devoted to the care and
training of underprivileged children on a pubttc welfare
or charltnble basis to share In the program.
1954--Openlng par. Act Aug. 28. 1954. §§ 203 (a.). 709.
removed IriSh potatoes and wool (Including mobalr)
from the price support list.
subsec. (a). Aet Aug. 28. 1954, § 709, deleted subsec.
(a) relating to the support of wool and mohair.
Subsec. (b). Act Aug. 26, 195-1, § 203 (a). deleted
reference to Irish potatoes. .
Subsec. (C). Ace Aug. 28. 1954, ~20-1 (bl. provided
for the disposal of surplus daIr}, stocks owned b tl
CCC. Y re
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ot Title 12. Banks nnd Banklnf;. and section 713n-4 of
Tltlo 15. Commerce and Tracie.
Section 1302 of this title wns repealed by nct Oct. 31.
1949. ch. 792. title IV. § 41·1.63 Stat. 10:;7.
Section 1322 of this title was repealed by act Aug. 26.
1954, ch. 10·H. title III, § 304, 68 Stnt. 902.
AA(ENDMENTS
1955-Pub. L. 65-835 authorized the Commodity Creult
Corporntlon to acq urre title to agricultural commodities
on which nonrecourse price-support loans have been
made without the necessity of computing and making
payments to the farmer.
EXCEPTIONS FROM TRANSFER OF FuNC7IONS
FUnctions of the Corporations of the Department of
Agriculture, the boards of directors and officers of such
corporations; the Advisory Board of the Commodity
Credit Corporation; and the Farm Credit Administration
or any agency. officer or entity of, under, or subject to
.the supervision Of the said Administration were excepted
trom the functions of Officers. agencies and employees
transferred to the Secretary of Agriculture by 1953 Reorg.
Plan No.2, § I, effective June 4. 1953. IS F. R. 3219. 67
Stat. 633, set out as a note under section 2201 of this title.
§1126. Advance announcement of price support levels:
reduction of levels.
The Secretary shall. insofar as practicable, an-
nounce the level of price support for field crops in
advance of the planting season and for other agri-
cultural commodities in advance of the beginning of
the marketing year or season (January 1 in the case
of commodities not marketed on a marketing year or
season basis), but the level of price support so an-
nounced shall not exceed the estimated maximum
level of price support specified in this Act, based
upon the latest information and statistics available
to the Secretary when such level of price support is
announced; and the level of price support so an-
nounced shall not be reduced if the maximum level
of price support when determined, is less than the
level so announced. (Oct. 31. 1949, ch. 792, title IV.
I 406, 63 Stat. 1055.)
REFERENCES IN TEXT
This Act. referred to In text. has been classified to this
chapter and sections 612c. 1301 (a) (1) (Bl. (C). (0), (b)
(1) (B). (b) (3) (B), (b) (9). (b) (10) (AL(C). (b) (16)
(A), (C), 1302. 1322 (a). 1328. 1343. 1344 (f) (3). 1345.
1353-1356 of this title. sections 1134c and 1134j of Title
ia Banks and Banking. and section 713a-4 ot TItle 15,
C~mmerce and Trade. o
Section 1302 of this title was repealed by act Oct. 31.
1949. ch. 792. title IV. § 414. 63 Stat. 1057.
Section 1322 or this title was repealed by act Aug. 26.
1954, ch. 1041, title III, § 304, 66 Stat. 902.
§1427. Sale of farm commodities; policies and rates
of sale; exceptions; use of commodities to relieve
distress.
The commodity Credit Corporation may sell any
farm commodity owned or controlled by it at any
price not prohibited by this section. In determin-
.iug sales policies for basic agricultural commodities
or storable nonbasic commodities, the CorporatIon
should give consideration to the establishing of such
policies wIth respect to prices. terms, and conditions
as it determines will not discourage or deter manu-
facturers, processors, and dealers from acqutrtnz
and earrylnjr normal inventories of the commodity
of the current crop. The Corporation shall not sell
any basic agricultural commodity or storable non-
baste commodity at less than 5 per centum above
the current support price for such commodity. plus
reasonable ca.rrylng charges: Provided. That elIec-
tive with the beginning of the marketlng year for
the l!Hl1 crop, the Corporation shall not sell any
upland or extra long staple cotton for unrestricted
use at less than 15 per centum above the current
support price for cotton plus reasonable carrying
charges, except that the Corporation may. In an
orderly manner and so as not to affect market prices
unduly. sell for unrestricted use at the market price
at the time of sale a number of bales of cotton
equal to the number of bales by which the national
marketing quota for such marketing year is re-.
duced. pelow the estimated domestic consumption
and exports for such marketing year pursuant to
the provisions of section 1342 of this title: Provided
further, That beginning August 1. 1964. the Com-
modity Credit Corporation may sell upland cotton
for unrestricted use at not less than 105 per centum
of the current loan rate for such cotton under sec-
tion 1444(a) of this title plus. reasonable carrying
charges: Provided. That the Corporation shall not
sell any of its stocks of wheat, corn, grain sorghum.
barley, oats. and rye, respectively, at less than 115
per centum of the current national average loan rate
for the commodity, adjusted for such current market
differentials reflecting grade, quality. location, and
other value factors as the Secretary determines
appropriate. plus reasonable carrying charges.
The foregoing' restrictions shall not apply to (A)
sales for new or byproduct uses; (B) sales of peanuts
and oilseeds for the extraction of oil; (C) sales for
seed or feed if such sales will not substantially im-
pair any price-support program: (D! sales of com-
modities which have substantially deteriorated in
quality or as to which there is a danger of loss or
waste through deterioration or spoilage; (E) sales
for the purpose of establishing claims arising out ot
contract or against persons who have committed
fraud, misrepresentation. or other wrongful acts with
respect to the commodity; (F) sales for export; (0)
sales of wool; and (II) sales for other than primary
uses. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Corpora-
tion, on such terms and conditions as the Secretary
may deem in the public interest. shall make available
any farm commodity or product thereof owned or
controlled by it for use in relieving distress (1) in
any area in the United States including the Virgin
Islands declared by the President to be an acute
distress area because of unemployment or other
economic cause if the President finds that such use
will not displace or interfere with normal marketing
of agricultural commodities and (2) in connection
with any major disaster determined by the President
to warrant assistance by the Federal Goverrunent
under sections 1855 to 1855g of Title 42 and shall
make feed owned or controlled by it available at any
price not less than 75 per centum of the current
basic county loan rate (or a comparable price if there
is no current basic county loan rate) for assistance
in the preservation and maintenance of foundation
herds of cattle ·(including producing dairy cattle).
sheep and gents, and their offspring. in any area of
the United States including the Virgin Islands where,
because of flood. drought. fire. hurricane. earth-
quake. storm, disease. insect Infestation. or other
catastrophe in such areas, the Secretary determines
that an emergency exists which warrants such as-
~...
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USDA press ~lease-,
March 12, 1971,
1-3, summary
" . 21.2 USDA press release
Retyped from indistinct original
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Washington, March 12, 1971
Secretary Hardin Announces Milk Support, Dairy Purchase Prices for 1971-72:
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin today announced the support
price for manufacturing milk will be $4.66 per hundred weight in the 1971-72
marketing year beginning April 1, 1971. This is the same as for the present
marketing year.
A year ago the dairy price support was increased by 38 cents per hundred-
weight. Secretary Hardin said "this was the biggest increase that has ever
been made at the beginning of a marketing year. This was done because milk
production was declining, and it was in keeping with our obligation under the
statutes to provide sufficient milk supplies for the 1970's". Following this
increase, milk production moved upward in 1970.
In making this announcement, the Secretary said he realized that some
dairymen believe that the support price should be increased. However, after
careful review of the situation and the provisions of the law, Secretary
Hardin declared that he felt today's action was in the long-term best interests
of the dairy producers.
"The long time well being of dairymen," the Secretary declared, "requires
that prices be kept at levels which will permit the overwhelming proportion of
milk to clear through commerical markets. Dairymen, like all farm producers,
are faced with increased costs. But they know from past experience that they
do not benefit when dairy production substantially exceeds demand and excessive
surpluses pile up in Government warehouses. We must avoid this."
The Secretary also announced that it will be necessary to purchase cheese
during the coming months for use in USDA food programs. With these purchases,
Secretary Hardin said that he believed that producer prices for milk would be
strengthened. In this connection, the Secretary pointed out that on March 10
more than 2.5 million pounds of cheese was purchased and buying offers are
contipuing.
At the same time, the Secretary noted that the President has directed the
Tariff Commission to conduct an immediate investigation under section 22 on the
imports of Swiss or Emmenthaler cheese, Gruyere-process cheese,and certain
cheeses classified for tariff purposes as "Other" cheese having a purchase price
of 47 cents per pound or more. The Secretary has recommended to the President
that this action be taken in view of the sharp increase in 1970 of the imports
5446 (more) USDA 843-71
Rp~vnp~ frnm i"~ia~i~~~ __ '_~ __ 1-----------------------------------
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Retyped from indistinct original
of these cheeses and the need to protect the price support for milk in the face
of these increasing imports. The Tariff Commission has been directed to examine
the feasibility of continuing the present price break system of controls at
different specified price levels, including price levels which may fluctuate
with the support price of milk as well as the feasibility of quotas for cheeses
at all price levels.
The Agriculture Act of 1970 suspended until April 1, 1974, the mandatory
requirement to support butter fat in farm-separated cream. However, Commodity
Credit Corporation will continue to buy butter as well as nonfat dry milk and
cheese to carry out the price support objective for manufacturing milk.
,
As a result of the change in the law, CCC's purchase prices for butter are
reduced by about 2 cents per pound. The Secretary expressed the hope that the
lower price for butter would result in higher commercial consumption and reduced
CCC purchases and stocks. CCC now has large Lnvent.orLes of butter whLch total
about 100 million pounds. The lower butter price is being offset by an increase
of 1.2 cents a pound in the purchase price of nonfat dry milk. This combination
of butter and powder prices will enable manufacturing plants to pay farmers, on
the average, the support price of $4.66 per hundredweight for milk.
Prices received by farmers for manufacturing milk (adjusted to average
milkfat content) averaged $4.72 per hundredweight during April 1970 - January 1971.
The support price is for milk of average milkfat content (approximately
3.67 percent).
(mo re)
Retyped from indistinct original
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The support buying prices for the 1971-72 marketing year will be:
Butter, U.S. Grade A or higher:
New York, N.Y., and Jersey City
and Newark, N.J.
California, Alaska, and Hawaii
Washington and Oregon
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
.and South Carolina
Purchased and Purchased on
produced before or after
April 1, 1971 April 1, 1971
cents per lb.
70.75
70.00
!/
69.75
68.75
67.75
67.75
67.75
U.S. Grade B: 2 cents per pound less than for U. S. Grade A
The price of butter located at any other point will be the price at a
designated market, either New York, Seattle, or San Francisco, less 80
percent of the lowest published domestic railroad freight rate per pound
gross weight for a 60,000 pound carlot, in effect at the beginning of this
marketing year, from such other point to the designated market named by the
seller.
Cheddar cheese, U.S. Grade A or
higher, standard moisture basis
Nonfat dry milk (spray) U.S. Extra
grade (but not more than 3.5 percent
moisture) :50-pound bags, with sealed
closures
1/ Calculated by use of freight rates.
Retyped from indistinct original
Produced before Produced on/or after
April lz 1971 April 1, 1971. . . cents per lb. . . .
52.0 52.0
27.2 28.4
USDA 843-71
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
UNTIL PRESS RELEASE IS ISSUED
SECURE STORAGE REQUIRED
SUMMARY
Milk Price Support Program, 1971-72, MCP 98a
A. The· docket authorizes a milk price support program by establishing
a price for manufacturing milk of $4.66 per hundred weight, the
same level as for the 1970-71 marketing year. .
B. The docket differs from prior years in that it does not provide
for supporting butterfat in farm-separated cream. The requirement
to support butterfat was suspended by the Agricultural Act of
1970.
CALL SIDNEY COHEN, EXTENSION 4037
IF MORE INFORMATION IS NEEDED
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Retyped from indistinct original
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21.2 USDA press release
Secretary Hardin Announces ~.!i1k Suppo=t, Dai!""JP..u-cha.,se P.::ices fo:, 1971-72:
Secreta.ry of Agriculture C1ifforc. H. E:u-c.in tcd3.y announced :the support
. ~ f ~. ,,. .il' '"I ,..". . • , -l. •• tpr i ce lor manu ac ...ur mg 1ll..!..K -tTl. oe ~..;..';)oper nunCZ'el.4-..;elZ-.'lin the 1971-72
marketing year b egLnndrig A:;>::-il 1, 1971. This is. the sazae a.s for the preser.t
marketing year.
A year ago the daLry p::-ice ~u:?po=t ....ras increa.sed by 38 cents per hundr-ed»
weight. Secretary Hardin said "this ·....as t~e biggest increase tha.t has ever
been made a.t the beginru.ng of a =:'''.rketi::g yea"!'. This was dene because mil1s:
production w~s declining, ar.d it 'HaS in ~=epip~ with our obligation u.."1.de-:: the
.statutes to p=ovide sufficient mi1~-{st.~pl.ie5 for ~he 1970r s", Follc...ring this
increase, miL~?:'oduction ~oved t.~..rard i= :970.
In maki~g this 2.lli'"lo~ce~ent, the Sec=e~a_~J said he realized that so~e
da i ~... .,,.':).L.",.o..o:)t +-\...0 s., ..._...,....(""'1.,.....;.. ~-"'~~ _'__-.."i..:z "0'" ~ncro~.~~,...l ~I""'TT"/"'Ov'" -<"J-lr:r;::en ue.Ll.e."- v•.<- v.J.~ ~::-::,v_ ... r'" ~_~ "'_-'__.... ~.... - ........:>-..... ..v ...-. e_, a..:...e::-
ca=eful r evi ev c~ ~he situ;;.tio:1 and the ::=7risi'::::13 of the lB.-";, Secretc.:ry
Hard.in deCl22"ed that he felt tod:.y's e.ct:.:::: ·...-3.5 in the 10!"1e;-ter.::lbest ir-~texests
of the dairy p~cd~cers.
UThe lor..g ti:ne well bcin,z of da.i:ry::e=:" theSecret3.l.:r decl<.'..!'ed, "requires
th
~.-t-. .~ ~ b ,_ ~ 1·r","\~ ·""'-ic..... ...:,~ -0-;+ .:.~"o'r-o"_~o'"",;""'"1''''''''''' -_..I.. f:....v pr~ ...e", e l\.e?... a e·,_..;...:> ",•• _ •• ,,_-- ;- J V •• _ ,__..,··._~J."5 l-'_opUJ..lJ~on0
milk to clear thro'~h co::::ercial !:'.a.-:::~et.5.~irJ'!:en; like all far.:n yroducers,
f d
·th· d _.,;__ ~1""" ~ ......,:)-- "'_..,...-_? <f'-'r~ "r\~""':" e'\.~ ,...4 ;...... "are ace W":!. • l!:.cr.e2.Se C<J.:>...::.. r;........v.~_j ~__,""f"f - v;... l-'~'"'''' "re_~ence ....r:a.-r; T:,c....C'J
do nat benefit ·,.:hen d.e.i:-y p:-Gc.·..:.ctions·..:::,s-:2.ntially exceed.;; d~-:.a.:r:.dand excessive
surpluses pile up in Gover:-..::.e!:tw-areh::ll..lses. 'tie !:oust avoid thiS. II
The Secreta_~J also ar~o~~ced that it -Jill be nec2s,se~J to purchase chee3e
d~ir~ the c~~~ nonths fo::- ~se in U~:Afood ~ro~~~s. With these pu::-c~a.ses,
Secreta_ry Hardin said that ::2 believed t::J.t producer p:-ices for miD:, ·.·;ould be
strengthened- In' this co:'....."':ectio:l, t::e SeC:'etarJ:9oir.tcc. out tC.02.ton Ma.::-ch10
.more. than 2.5 million }?vu.::d..5 of cheese ·...~s :::::)\:.rci;";!'seda.~d b1..(j'ing offers are
contimlinz.
At the sa=e tiT-e, the SecretarJ noted that the Presider.t has di~ected ~~e
.• .r~ C . . d'~"'" ~ ";--a":;i~~e ~l"" ..·,.:)-·:"i ~";""'n " ...4 ......!Tarl ..! o:::::usS~O:1. o con ....._ ----.. _···..."'...-0-"- .." '-'1~e:- seC"lon 22 C:l the
i=.~orts of S~ss 0:' Z==e~t::~er c~eese, G~~-ere-~~cc2SS cheese, and ccrtaLl
~... ~..... f . _..:-~-...- "--, -~s ":- l'Ol.~..,e..,.lr.... .. ....cneeses class::..! ::..ed 0:- \:.2- __ .:. .!"\.:,:.!"o.::>_-'" v •• - c_.eese ca l'1.!"..g a. nu=c........ase -cr-; co
'... d -e 1""""\...0 ~.:>c-.,."".,""""V' '" "'cc r"l d"~ - _ ...of ...r./ cen ...s 'De:- lJO~'1 0= =0: • .!. •• _ "'_ - -"~J .-- - cc::::.e:J.~e "Co"tile ~r>-; "",..,'"A _ ._. .. ... _.,:) __ .......... v
Ul:tt this actio;': be ta2<en in vie-II of ,,:1e S.'lary inc::-ease in 1970 of t'.'l:'" ._ l.=:?o~s
(t::ore)
USD,\ 843-71 [6386]
"" . - 2
or these cheeses and the r.eed to' pr ot.ec t tne pr ice 's~_tpp:lrtfor milk in the face
of t hece Lncr ea s ing i::'.ports. 1,:1-= Tarif:- C:);:::".iSS.".'J:l has been directed to examine
the f;:J,sibility 0:' ccric Lnu.ing t:'1e or e sent p~ice c:!'e<~ system of controls at
dif!'ere:rt specified price Leve.l s , inc:ludi!1; pr i.c e le-lels which r:'..2.y f'Luctuat e
w ith the suppor-t pr i ce of m.iIk as weLl, as the !~a3ioilit.y of quotas for cheeses
at all price levels. ! "Ii I
i
The Ag:oict:lt'c:.!"al Act of 1970 su soerided unt i l. _;'.p:ril 1, 1974, the mandatory
re:J"; r eraerit "'0 _ .. _ .J,.. cut t ~....' ~- -"l"" <\ • ., 1·1-,..... ""r"'r C di.J...~ ••• ~ .. I"" .;;,_.!"p.)r""""~,,er.l.a... 1.:1 Ia:!",:".-sen~e.tec c_e::-... u,';_ "-, o;:::mo "y
Cre1i ~ Ccr-por at icn ·.....Ul conti.nue to buy outte:- as well as nonfat dry oiL~ and
chee se to ca:rry out the nr Lce suunor t o':;iecti':e for ::enufacturir...g milk.
... - ~ '" II
As a result .:f the change i:1 the l 3......, eee' s purchase prices. :for butter are
reduced by about 2 cent s per pound , 7ne ScC::-eta:-J e::-pre3sed t1:e hope that the
j .7,:er·price f'or but ter wou.Ld r esu.lt i:l :-~ig::er co;::::::ercial consw:::ption and reduced
'cee purc!1n.ses a:.d stocks. eee no-..t r.2.S 2.'::'=be inv2nto~ies of butter which total
about 100 r:illion pou.n.us. The 1cr.....er ::L:":.te:::-price is being offset by an increase
'of 1.2 cents a pc~d in the pu=chase ?rice o~ no~f2.t ~J miL~. Tnis co~bination
of bt..:tter aI1d p'.:"',;de:::-prices will er.able ::a:;.u.factu=iI"'-3 plaI1":.s to pay farmers, on
t
' . ., ~·'-1 // 'd.:' ',~n'" '11ne o.':er3.ge, tne s'J.ppor~ prJ.ce 01 y:.t.C() :Fer nu,!:. ""ecr,;eJ.&,t;J.or ::ru '~•
•Prices received by fa:IT.1.ers for rr.:::....-:,..:.:~::.ctu=i:'~!r'.i' k (adjusted to average
mil.."fat content) a·.·eraged $4.72 per hu..-,.:.:-e;:-....·eig:1.:Cdu.ring April 1970 - January 1971.
The supp~rt price is for miB{ of av=rage r~JL~at content (approxim~tely
3.67 percent).
[6387]
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Milk Price Support Progr~, 1971-72, ~~p 98a
'A. The docKet authorizes a milk price s~p?ort progra~ by establishing.1 price for manuf'ac t.u ring rniLk of $:';'.66 per hundr'edve i.ghb, the
'same level as for the 1970-71 ;';l9.Ike-:i::g year,
B., The docket differs fron prior yea:s i~ that it coes not provide
for supporting butterfat in fa:~-se~~ated crea~. The require~ent
tos'.lpport butterfat was suspended. ::r the Agricultural Act of'
1970',
CALL SID?.J'EYCO::::;, z:c::=rSIO?1 !.037
IF MORE :C170?",,'1ATIC?iIS I42ZDSD
FOP. ():'?ICIAL USE CNLY
rr, r-:J .'
,
I.
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NOTE 21.3
Indistinct stamp in upper right hand corner'of page 1 states
"THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN THIS."
21.3 Note
[6391]
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21.3 John Whitaker memorandum
001234 }'farch 22., 1971
- i,
!\!E~tOP".:\.:'.oC~\: FOR -rEt ?RESLDE~T
1
SUBJECT: Meeting w ith 1S Ke y Da ir y I~dustry Pc t:son~el
t~\ss6cia.t~ci:~Jtilk ~'roducc'tsl Incv ) ,
Cabinet Ro orn ' '
.--....~:,.,";- "
I '
/ :
Tucsda}" :vLarch 23
10:30 a. rn, (~~rninutes)
r
......'
~'.
», •
To hear their ~vi~';S on recent de cis icn svby the .r\dmini$-
. .. ..•. "'_
tration on dairy products.
I. PURPOSE:
.........
,- -
'. ..
The dairy lobby' has beco!"J'le very stvong -- a very l az-g e d.oopcl"ativ(-!;
• r .., .... .L.1 ,_,.,... - 1 ' ,_.", ...' os •=-.:::.:::::~ :-~::-: .._::-:::::..::=.:. ._::- .::'..:.;;•• _ .:.::_.: - 1 ••_. '-' ., ,~""J
organiz!!d l abo r , to spend a. lot of political rno ne y, Pa.t H-illings arid
_,_- Murray Chotiner, for exarnpl e , a.re involved;, .;
-';:"
.... _
. '
By ~pril 1 each year, the Dt.!pa!'tm~nt of Agricultl.lre announces their
decrsion on rn.iIk price suppo=ts. The lobbying (Ser.atoI"s ,~;Elcr and.
Curtis, Speaker Carl Albert, Wilbur Mills,. etc.) has b~cirt intense ·this
year. On Ivlarch 12, you approved the recommend~tion 0_( Sccrct~ry
Ha.rdin, Geor6c: Shultz, Jona Ehrlicbnan Cllld 1;'etc Petcr:;.on. and. (i5DA. t •announced a three-pa.rt pacl,a;e 0: ...'
,
- .. .
1 H ld
"h ,...,.t price ~or ......,anu£actured "'~P'- - .. ~ I " • . '•• Q' ... e supp.J... ., "'. '. ,0 •• [\"ou .. .;)' • O~e?cr, ·~tu~dl"c'
weight for the 1971-72 m.aL·~ctin~ yc;:;.r bcgi:l:ling l\.)?ril 1,. 1971, (~his is
noW about SO. 5'f,Jof parity), The iobby "..-anted $5. 03 p~r huncl:cu. ~\·ci~ht.
which v."ould be about 87. 2% of parity. The Administration wa.s concerned
that £urtheI," iticrcas~s in the p:-ice oi Inilk {incrca::oecl $.33 or 9% 1ai:it yca.
would result in o....er productio:l, plus a. possibl e penny-per-quart lnCr!!" co",........ _
. t' ' , ml'll-'In ne pnce 0... • .-,
2. USDA announced parchase of cheese.!or the USDA food (school
'.
lunch) prog ram;
WH
,e
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, IV.' POe~TS O~ 'DISCtfSS!O::--~:
_. .._ , .. - ; .~.\
'.
-,y
/
<,;. "~.o-......:....
3. USD.-\ :10t~C. :::1<ltyou c!i:-ectcd the Tarifi' CO:-:'1...--:lission to c o ndu ct;
./ an i'-''''' _,~~-.'-._: _,:.-:- o_~ ~ •• -- ..•. : ., .?? '.~o ..• :." -l..J.- 0: C' "./:_ ...... v. .. __ •. ' ~_ • __.,..,.__ ...• '.o •• o_'_'- .::>..:<.::.. •• J .• __ 0:1. :,.,._ ~••• ?..J t, .:::> .. l.1,-,'-':::I_
/
J. o o
- 2 -
because of tire 5::':!.r? !970 i.n c r ea s e in cheese irnports and th e need to
p r ot cct ;.11'" ...,-: .•• "> "' ..... .., , .. "_ r : - ...,...;1'. 1· it.. .. fa cc OC thc s e l'ncrnaSl'no irn oo -_ ~. '-_ ~,,~._'V __ .:::> .~ _ ._~.":;. 1'_ ••• J.."'_ 'W.::> ..... "::> ."':' ;;. ..
Finally, l a s t we ck , C0:1~!,~S5 (at Ca zl ....\lbert's instig<ltion) "'startcc. talk'
of. int.roduci!1~ a. bill;;\) s et milk_prices at SS~ of parity. Albert obviously
'sees Ita good :~i.:;.:' Pag c Be!~hcr is. concerned that the Der.1..oc:-atic
leadc=ship
p
to ~--nba==a55 you, ~ould get enough liberal suE.po:-t for the
bill (in spite of. t~e pcnny-:s>er-quart i:lcrcase in the price of milk from
th'c consu.~er v~c'.\:?o!.:1t) co:n~i!1ed \vith rural Republica;} Congressmen who
don't want to take the heat to pas~ the bill a.nd confront you .......yith a. very
tough yeto situation. " '. ' ..J
~ :! ~
John Ehrlich.;.na.~, George Shultz, Don Rice~ Henry Cashen' and John
'Vhital~cr met \','ith Secreta:-y Hardin and' Under- Secret<l.xy Phil Ca.:r.?bel1
on this problem last Friday and recon1:11.cndcd that you appea.r i:1 this meetin
t
o hold the Ibe, listen to their arguments and then a.wait devcio"O:T'.ents ., _ on tr;.~
bill in the ne~-t two weeks to see if the Democrats can mov~the bilL.
:-~..-r ..
.. .........
;..m,- AGTrO:\S RSQt:IRED: ~?
Ent~r the Cabinet Room, go around the table meeting tbcrn'.\-I5arold NelsO!1,.
GenerE'.l ~lanage!' of Associated,:"iilk Producers and David Pa'rr are the t\VO
key "movers:' although the A3sociation President, John.' Butterbrodt \\·ill
'also be there. See Tab A for a.ttendees}. When you sit dO\<lI1, Secretary
Hardin ar.d 'C" .. ccl' Secret"-ry Phil Campbell w~ll be on yout.r.ight and ·)"1r.
Butterbrocit on your leit. '. ' \ '-
•
You might wish to ma.ke an opening statement (see Tab B) and. then.to~s
the ball to Hardin.
Tab G is a Fact Sheet on the group prepared by Under Secretary Ca~pbeh •
. / .~/}. • ._':--- I
I U' . ~ I-......- .." ................. -~, #-~
,I
I.
I' .-
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21.4 President Nixon remarks
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AdlJzi;1iJtration of Richard flixon
P.•~'R':J.~ F,..~; QI:,'n,'.'·.Y;I Vll\·:JT,:', I····D..,L' DO' r1UITh/fI;'Nr-:r-\S-"A. ..:l.. ~ U _.L....Y ..fLJ . -'l. 1.1. . .': :l.A ;. {y.ib ", 1'.."
fVeek Ending Saturday, .Yo;;ember 24) 1973
Upper Great Lakes Regional
Commission
Announcement ol Tntention To Nominate
Raymond C. Anderson To Be Federal Cochairman.
November 16, 1973
The President today announced his intention to nomi-
nate Raymond C. Anderson, of Maple Cit)', Mich., to
be Federal Cochairman of the Upper' Great Lakes
Regional Commission, He will succeed Thomas F.
Schweigert, who became Alternate Federal Member of the
Delaw;~e River Basin Commission on September 6, 1973.
~ From 1969 to 1971, Mr. Anderson served as executive
assistant to Michigan GOY. William G. Milliken, He has
been retired since 1971 and was also retired from 1964
to 1969. From 1959 to 1964, he served as administrative
assistant to then-Congressman Robert P. Griffin, from
1952 to 1959, he was administrative assistant to Senator
Charles E. Potter of Michigan, and he was administrative
assistant to Congressman Roy O. Woodruff of Michigan
from 1937 to 1944 and from 1946 to 1952.
He was 'born on March 5, 1912, in Grand Rapids,
Mich. Mr. Anderson was graduated from Grand Rapids
Junior College in 1932. From 1944 to 1946, he served
as all officer in the U.S. Navy.
XOTE: The announcement was released at Key Bisc-ayne, Fla.
fAs'socia ted Pr~s5.Managing
~ tors ASSOCla non
The President's Remarks in a Question-and-:tns_weT
Session a! the Association's Annual ConVt'ntlOn In
Orknd:l, Florida. NOl'l'mbl!T 17,1973
"THE f'RESIDENT. Pre;irlent Quinn and kdies and.
~e/~tli'".,~elt :
. ~~~hen.j ack Home:,' who has been a cerrespondenr
In \, ashington and other places around the world, retired
after 40 years, he once told me that if I thought that the
: nlj~e House Press Corps ans:,,"ered (asked) tough q ues-
nons, he (I) should hear the kind of questions the rnanaz-
ing editors asked him. Consequently, I welcome this
opportunity tonight to meet with the managing editors of
the Nation's newspapers.
I will not have an opening statement because I know
with 400 of you, it will be hard to get through all of the' .
questions you have, and I understand the President has a
prerogative of asking the first question. • .
Mr. Quinn [John C. Quinn, Gannett Newspapers, and -
president, Associated Press Managing Editors Associa-
. 1non J
WATERG....TE Al"O THE FUTURE
Q. Mr. President, this morning, Governor Askew of
Florida addressed this group and recalled the words of
Benjamin Franklin. When leaving the Constitutional
Convention he was asked, "What have you given us, sir. a
monarch or a republic?" Franklin answered, "A republic,
sir, if you can keep it." . .
~rr. President, in the prevailing pessimism of the linger-
ing matter we call Watergate, can we keep that republic,
sir. and how?
THE PRESlDE:-lT. Well, Mr. Quinn, I would certainlv
no: be standing here answering these questions unless Ihad
a firm belief that we could keep the republic, that we must
keep it, not only COl" curselves, but for the whole 'world.
I recognize that because of mistakes tha.t were made and
I r:1U5t take responsibility for those mistakes, whether in
the campaign or during the course of an a.dministration
rha: there are those who wonder whether this republic can
survive. But I also know that the hopes of the whole
werid for peace, not only now, but in the years to come
rests in the United States of America. And I can assure vou
rha: as long as I am physically able to ha.ndle the pos .:." " '~. ~ldon
i:O ·.·:hich I was elected, and then reelected last l\'o\'emb~r,
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'\Vilat I probably will do is to do a little writing. I "ill
not do any speaking. I have made enoL,go speeches in ;1
year to last most people for a lifetime, particularly mv
audiences,
And so, under the circumstances, what I prooablv "ii]
do will be do some writing, and perhaps ~ontrih~te co
bettering the: pcllrical process. Let me just say this:
Neither party is without fault in the campaign of 1972-
quite a. bit of violence on the other side, I never spoke
anyplace without getting a pretty good working over.
Neither party 'was without fault with regard to the n-
nancing. They raised $36 million, and some of that, like
some of ours, came from corporate sources and was illeg:::!
b'::C4lUSethe law had been changed, and apparently people
didn't know it.
And as far as Congressmen and Senators are con-
cerned, they will all tell you that with the nevi laws and
so forth, there ought to be some changes.
I think that if we can't get the Congress to act on the
proposal I gave to them 6 months ag~ to provi.de ~ com-
mission to set up new rules for campaign contributions-s-
limiting them-new rules for campaign procedures, then
after I leave office, I am going to work for that, because
1 don't 'want to be remembered as the man who maybe
brought peace for the first time in 12 years, \~'ho opened
to China, who opened to Russia, maybe avoided a war
in the Mideast, maybe if we can continue it, cut un-
employment down for the first time in 18 years, for the
first time in peacetime it is down to 4Yz percent. It was
never at that level, never below 5 percent in the sixties,
any time in the sixties, neither the Kennedy nor the
Johnson Administration except during the '.liar year.5.
I want to be remembered, I would trust, as a Presldent
that did his best to bring peace, and also did his best to
brina' a de!:'Tce of pro.merity, perhaps a contribution in
the :ne~zyfield, in the 'emironmental field, but also one
who did his best, when his own camp:tign got out of
hand, to do everything p053ible to see that other cam-
paigns didn't get out of hand in the future.
Now we will go to the mil!( case.
THE MIT.K CASl'.:
MR. QUI:-\N. ?\Jr. Prcsident, AP~JE would like to ask
vou abo;t the milk ca.~e. but our 60-minute commitment
~f time has run out. AP:;\IE appreciates your appearance
before us this eveninCT and we thank--
Tm: PRESIDENT. twill take the tim~. Televisions, keep
meonjusta mir.ute. [Laughter]
Q. Thank you. .' .
T - IJRE~TDE"'T It ,'s a IOllSY movlt' anYW<l\, tomgnt.fl c. • .:» • • ~.... . (. I _."
down. They have run him around the tnd:. I ;:;.Iess they
. arc going to have Clifi Hard;n down, and Pe,e Peterson,
Iarid all rhe rest.
The whole charge is basically this: That this Adrr.:rl-
istration, in 1971, raised the support price for mi!!< :!S a
quid pro quo for 2 promise hy the milk producers
that they would contribute sub3tantial amounts, anv-
where from S I00,000 to $2 milli on to S I0 million, to our
cam ai.an. '
Xo",' that is just not true. I will tell you how it hao-
_pened-,-I W:l.S there. Cliff Hardin. in the spring of th~t
year, came in and said, "The milk support prices are hig:h
h "I 'd" '\'1 . t, Cl'ff . , ~enougn. 5;U,: ,. ngnt, 1, that is your recommen_
dation, the Department of Agriculture?" He said, "Yes."
"'irhin 3 weeks after he had made that anLlouncement
Co-ngress put a gun to our head, ~" J
Let me tell you what it was. RepubliCans? Uh-uh. One
hundred and two members of Congress signed a petition
demanding not 85 percent of parity, but a 90 percent sup-
port price, and 23 members of the Senate, most of them
1?emocrats, i~c1ucling Se?~tor :\JcGovem, signed a peti,
non demandmg-a petrtron, or signed a bill, which
would have made the milk support price.lJerween 85 and
90 percent.
So I talked to my legi_o;lati\'e leaders, and r said, "Look
here, what r am concerned about-\Iihat I am concerned
' • to 1aoout-:-lS w .. at peop e pay for that milk, and I don't
",,'ant to have that price jigged IIp here jf we can keep it
2nd get the supply with the present support price." You
know what I was told. They s:lid, "With the kind of heat
c~at we are getting _from the Congress, there i:i no way
rnat you are not gomg to get on your desk a bill-and
~hey wiiI be able to override your veto-that will raise
the support price probably to 90 percent." So, we said
35 percent.
•. -\nd that is why it was done and that is the truth.
Well, thank rou very much. gentlemen. I !!Uess that is
:he end. .:>
:;?TE: ~he Prl'sic!ent spoke at 7 p.m. in the Contemp"l":Irl Hotel
;.",zl: DlSn_er World,. ?rl::mdo. Fla. His re!llarks were broadc<u~
;=,'e on radIO ar.d teleVISIon.
Robins A.ir Force Base, Georgia
The Presidenfs Remarks UplJlI Arri<.'al.
So:'cmber 18,1973
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